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AbstrAct

In 2014, cultural resource specialists contracted through the White Sands Missile Range 
(WSMR), Department of Public Works, Environmental Division (DPW-ED) performed a 
pedestrian survey of the Mule Peak Site, located in the Lincoln National Forest, NM. The 
investigations were conducted as WSMR Project Number 759 and were registered with the 
New Mexico Cultural Resource Information System (NMCRIS) as Activity Number 132081.

Field work identified 11 existing individual buildings and structures associated with Mule 
Peak operations that could be matched with existing WSMR real property facility numbers; an 
additional structure with a WSMR facility number was not identified and is presumed to have 
been demolished. In addition, four other buildings and structures that could not be matched to 
a WSMR building number or letter designation were assigned temporary field numbers and 
were recorded.

Set within the context of the Cold War, the Mule Peak site was invaluable in the advancement 
of optical tracking technology and its use in early rocket testing. Mule Peak tells a story critical 
to understanding early rocket testing programs within the United States. Its development and 
use at the beginning of the Cold War, a critical time in 20th century American history, is a 
historically unique component of White Sands Missile Range history.

The Mule Peak site is recommended as eligible to the National Register of Historic Places as 
an historic district. The Mule Peak Historic District is historically significant at the national 
level of significance under Criterion A for its association with events that have contributed to 
the broad patterns of American History.

The Mule Peak T-4 telescope within building 29901 (Telescope Building ) is recommended as 
eligible to the National Register of Historic Places as a structure which is significant based on 
its contribution to science at the national level under Criterion C. 
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chApter 1

IntroductIon

In June and October of 2014, AmaTerra conducted a cultural resource survey of the Mule Peak 
location in the Lincoln National Forest (LNF) in Otero County, New Mexico. Buildings and 
structures on the peak are owned and administered by White Sands Missile Range (WSMR). 
The investigation was designed to inventory any historic and prehistoric properties situated 
on Mule Peak and to assess their eligibility for inclusion on the National Register of Historic 
Places (NRHP) outlined under Sections 106 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation 
Act (NHPA) of 1966, as amended (16 ASC 470). The NHPA requires that federal agencies 
and departments identify, evaluate, and nominate to the NRHP historic properties within their 
jurisdiction. At WSMR, this responsibility is managed by the Directorate of Public Works 
(DPW), Environmental Division. The investigations reported herein were conducted as WSMR 
Project Number 759 and were registered with the New Mexico Cultural Resource Information 
System (NMCRIS) as Activity Number 132081.

1.1 bAckground 
The United States Army established the Alamogordo Bombing Range in 1942, followed by 
establishment of the White Sands Proving Ground in 1945. Three years later, these two large 
ranges were consolidated and renamed White Sands Missile Range. Today, WSMR is the 
largest military installation in the United States of America (U.S.). Located in the Tularosa 
Basin of south-central New Mexico, the range encompasses almost 3,200 square miles, or 
more than two million acres. 

The main cantonment is located 20 miles (32 kilometers [km]) east of Las Cruces, New Mexico, 
along the eastern foothills of the Organ Mountains. WSMR surrounds the 143,733-acre White 
Sands National Monument, which is managed by the National Park Service, and the 57,215- 
acre San Andres National Wildlife Refuge, which is managed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Adjacent to WSMR on the east, is the 59,639-acre Holloman Air Force Base, and to 
the south lies the 1.1 million-acre Fort Bliss and McGregor Range (Figure 1-1). 

WSMR is part of the U.S. Army Installation Management Command and is home to a broad 
array of military testing programs, ranging from the largest land missile range in the western 
hemisphere to environmental testing chambers and computer modeling laboratories. In recent 
years, military training has been added to the activities conducted within WSMR’s extensive 
landholdings.

1.2 project purpose

Under Sections 106 and 110 of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, 
as amended (16 USC 470, NHPA), WSMR is required to identify, evaluate and determine 
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eligibility to the NRHP historic properties that are under its jurisdiction or control. WSMR’s 
Directorate of Public Works (DPW) is responsible for NHPA compliance at WSMR.

To support historic property management and in compliance with historic preservation 
legislation, the WSMR-DPW requested that AmaTerra Environmental Inc. undertake a survey 
and NRHP evaluation of the Mule Peak site to determine if historic properties are present. 

1.3 project locAtIon

The Mule Peak site is a designated locale in the Lincoln National Forest, located approximately 
7 miles southeast of the City of Alamogordo, New Mexico, in the Sacramento Mountains of 
Lincoln National Forest. From Alamogordo, travel to High Rolls, New Mexico via Highway 
82. Turn south onto the West Side Road. At approximately 16 miles, turn west onto Forest 
Road 90A. The Mule Peak Facility is located at the end of Forest Road 90A.

The project area is located in Township 17 South, Range 10 East, in the southeast quarter of 
Section 23 and in the southwest quarter of Section 24, at an elevation of 8074 ft, depicted on 
the Alamogordo South 7.5 Minute USGS Quadrangle.

1.4 jurIsdIctIon

Mule Peak is owned by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and administered by the Lincoln 
National Forest. The infrastructure comprising the site is owned by the U.S. Department of 
Defense and is managed by the U.S. Army White Sands Missile Range.

1.5 orgAnIzAtIon of thIs report 
Chapter 2 of this report introduces the project area and summarizes its environmental parameters, 
including physiography, climate, paleoenvironment, and modern biota. Chapter 3 reviews the 
previous research that has been conducted at Mule Peak and Chapter 4 develops a historic 
context within which to evaluate the resources. This chapter presents a historical overview 
of the region, staring with the Prehistoric period and progressing through the Historic period 
and the Cold War. The development of White Sands Proving Ground and later White Sands 
Missile Range is reviewed with particular attention to the purpose and need and construction 
history of the facilities at Mule Peak. Chapter 5 describes the methods that were used to survey 
and assess the resources. Chapter 6 presents the results of the survey. Chapter 7 presents a 
summary and discussion of the project findings, along with eligibility assessments of each 
individual resource along with management recommendations. The main text is followed by 
references and appendices. Appendix A contains the State of New Mexico Historic Cultural 
Property Inventory (HCPI) forms for each individual resource (provided on an attached CD) 
and Appendix B contains the State of New Mexico Laboratory of Anthropology (LA) site form 
for the entire mountaintop complex.
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Figure 1-1. Map of Southern New Mexico showing WSMR and project location. 
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chApter 2

envIronmentAl settIng

2.1 locAtIon And settIng

White Sands Missile Range is located primarily within an arid, land-locked valley with an 
average elevation of between 4,000–4,500 ft. above sea level. A range of rugged, rocky 
mountains reaching elevations of 9,000 ft above sea level extends northward along the western 
range boundary, covering roughly one-fourth of the range. The Mule Peak Site is located high 
in the mountains of Lincoln National Forest, overlooking the Tularosa Basin from an elevation 
of 8074 feet, more than 40 miles northeast of the White Sands Missile Range Main Post.  

2.2  clImAte

Temperatures vary with elevation in the Sacramento Mountains. At higher elevations 
(7,000 feet/2,134 meters and up), summer temperatures range between 40° F/4° C (night) 
to 78° F/26° C (day), while winter temperatures can drop to a -15° F/-26° C at night and 
rise to 50° F/10° C during the day. At lower elevations (6,000–7,000 feet/1,829–2,134 meters), 
summer temperatures range between 50° F/10° C to 85° F/29° C, while during the winter, 
temperatures rarely fall below 0° F/-18° C and usually run from teens to 50s (-10° C–10° C). At 
the lowest elevations (below 6,000 feet/1,829 meters), temperatures are generally 10° F/5° C 
higher throughout the year. 

2.3  bIotA

The vegetation types of the project area  vary from upper montane meadows to lower 
subalpine forests. Trees species including Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmannii), douglas-
fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), aspen (Populus sp.), and oak 
(Quercus spp.) are common in the area and are home to a great variety of birds.  Flowering 
plants such as blue columbine (Aquilegia coerulea), alpine daisy, cinquefoil (Potentilla spp.), 
penstemon (Penstemon spp.), and larkspur (Delphinium spp.) can be found on the forest floor 
and in meadows. White-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), 
ringtail cat (Bassariscus astutus), black bears (Ursus americanus), Rocky Mountain elk (Cervus 
canadensis nelson), raccoons (Procyon lotor) and porcupines (Erethizon dorsatum) are some 
of the mammalian life common in the area. 

The Sacramento Mountains are the only home of the Sacramento prickly poppy (Argemone 
pinnatisecta), a federally listed endangered plant species, and the Sacramento Mountains 
thistle (Cirsium vinaceum), a threatened species. A year-round resident of New Mexico’s 
high mountain meadows, the highly imperiled Sacramento Mountains checkerspot butterfly 
(Euphydryas anicia cloudcrofti) relies wholly on the integrity of its limited range.
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2.3  geomorphology

The Sacramento Mountains constitute a sharply asymmetrical cuesta (a ridge with a gentle 
slope on one side and a cliff or escarpment on the other) at the eastern edge of the Basin 
and Range province in south-central New Mexico. From the crest of the escarpment at about 
10,000 feet and approximately a mile above the desert plains of the Tularosa Basin to the west, 
the surface slopes gently to the Pecos River, 100 miles to the east and 6,000 feet lower. These 
mountains are a fault-block range, tilted about 1 (one) degree to the east and bounded on the 
west by a gravity fault zone near the base of the present escarpment. The major anticlines of 
the escarpment trend roughly north-south, and one of the primary anticlines, the Mule Peak 
anticline, is truncated by the west front of the range. In several areas along the Mule Peak 
anticline, the upper Pennsylvanian strata are folded, which may be indicative of the presence 
of a fault in the lower Pennsylvanian strata and underlying section (Pray 1961). 

The mountains are made up almost entirely of limestone derived from marine deposits; in the 
Mule Peak area the bedrock strata of the escarpment range from late Precambrian to Cretaceous 
age (Pray 1961). Gypsum deposits washed from the range are a main source of the gypsum 
sand that makes up the dunes in White Sands National Monument. The Sacramento Mountains 
form the easternmost part of the rift system centered on the rift valley of the Rio Grande. 
The rock strata in the Sacramentos were originally contiguous with those of the San Andres 
Mountains on the other side of the Tularosa Basin and have been separated because of down-
faulting of the basin.

Soil classification is defined as the Yesum-Holloman Association. Soils present in the survey 
area are classified in the Lozier-Rock Outcrop complex (LR) which is comprised of 45 percent  
stony loam with 35 percent rock outcrop and the remainder being comprised of a mixture of 
the two different soil types. This soil association supports a wide range of plants from yucca to 
grasses and various forbs.
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chApter 3

prevIous InvestIgAtIons

Prior to the 2014 field work, an electronic search of the State of New Mexico’s Archaeological 
Records Management System (ARMS) was conducted to identify any previously recorded 
cultural resources within the project area. WSMR archaeological maps and Geospatial 
Information Systems (GIS) data sets were also consulted.

According to ARMS, no previous archaeological survey has been conducted on Mule Peak.

One previous recordation of Mule Peak historic resources has been conducted. In 2010, 
Ecological Communications Corporation (EComm) recorded six Mule Peak buildings 
and structures on State of New Mexico Historic Cultural Property Inventory (HCPI) forms 
including buildings 29901, 29902, 29903, 29904, 29905 and a dome. At that time, four of the 
properties were recommended as eligible for the NR (29901, 29902, 29904 and the dome) and 
two were recommended as not eligible (29903, 29905). No HCPI number was assigned during 
this recordation.
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chApter 4

hIstorIcAl context

4.1 the prehIstorIc perIod

Evidence in the material record suggests continued prehistoric human occupation of the 
Tularosa Basin spanning approximately 11,000 years. As the environment gradually became 
drier and more extreme, humans inhabiting the area adapted by changing food procurement and 
living strategies. As documented by MacNeish (1993), these changes have been documented 
and divided into several periods and phases (Table 4-1).

4.1.1 Paleoindian Period

While there is some disagreement regarding the exact placement of this period in time, it is 
generally accepted that this initial age of human existence in the Southwest began 10,000–
12,000 years ago. This was a time of climatic change from wet to dry, and populations appeared 
to have adopted seasonal patterns of resource exploitation that followed the availability of 
food resources. Paleoindians were highly mobile people, with sedentism occurring only during 
periods of resource abundance. Given the nature of their subsistence, ceramic wares, usually 
linked with a more sedentary lifestyle, are not associated with this period (Cordell 1984).

The three phases of the Paleoindian period (See Table 4-1) are defined based upon changes in 
lithic assemblages and projectile point styles. The Clovis phase is by far the least known and 
documented of the three, with marginal evidence occurring in the region.  Folsom assemblages 

Table 4-1. Prehistoric Periods and Phases of the Tularosa Basin.

Period Phase From To
PaleoIndian 9500 BC 6000 BC

Clovis 9500 BC 9000 BC

Folsom 9000 BC 8000 BC

Plano 8500 BC 6000 BC

Archaic 6,000 BC AD 400

Gardner Springs 6000 BC 4300 BC

Keystone 4300 BC 2600 BC

Fresnal 2600 BC 900 BC

Hueco 900 BC AD 400

Formative AD 400 AD 1450

Mesilla AD 400 AD 1200

Doña Ana AD 1200 AD 1300

El Paso AD 1300 AD 1450
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are considerably better known, with a slightly greater diversification in lithic technologies. The 
Plano phase is characterized by a more heterogeneous projectile point tradition, with projectile 
point styles emerging as a response to changes in key game species (Cordell 1979).

4.1.2 The Archaic Period

The Archaic can perhaps best be described as an extended age of transition. Environmental 
change during the Paleoindian period led to the extinction of the mammoth and the expulsion 
of bison from the region, with the remaining meat sources largely being rabbit, deer, and 
pronghorn. Large projectile points diagnostic of the Paleoindians disappeared from the material 
record as the need for more varied points arose from a shift in game size.  As a result, smaller, 
more stylized points became diagnostic (MacNeish 1993).  

In response to the loss of big game, it is speculated that these humans adapted by relying 
more on the availability of plant foods (MacNeish 1993). Evidence in the form of groundstone 
assemblages (and, to a much lower degree, basketry) is often found with archaic sites. The use 
of domesticated plants is thought to have been the catalyst for the start of a rudimentary type of 
horticulture, which later led to further specialization in cultivation during more recent periods. 
Social organization continued at the band/family level, and sedentarism is thought to have 
become a more seasonal pattern following the growth of certain edible plant species.  

MacNeish (1993) divided the Archaic into four phases (See Table 2).  These phase designations 
were based on trends toward sedentism and increased specialization in plant use. The material 
record reflects these trends with the development and evolution of groundstone tools and the 
appearance of basketry by the Hueco phase.  

4.1.3  The Formative Period

The next period of occupation in the Tularosa Basin is the Formative, which is primarily 
associated with Jornada branch of the Mogollon culture. According to Lehmer (1948), there 
was a move away from hunting and gathering toward a more sedentary and agricultural-based 
subsistence. The advent and development of ceramics technologies, along with major changes 
in architectural design, define three phases of the period.

Mesilla Phase: circa AD 400–1200
The Mesilla phase, which is the earliest phase of the Formative period, is distinguished by the 
appearance of brownware ceramics–otherwise referred to as Jornada and El Paso Brown–and 
an increased dependence upon agriculture. Intrusive ceramics such as Mimbres Black-on-
White have been associated with sites in the Tularosa Basin. The initial part of the phase also 
marks the emergence of semi-permanent pithouse villages. (Carmichael 1986).
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Doña Ana Phase: circa AD 1200–1300 
According to Lehmer (1948), the Doña Ana phase represents a shift in distinguishing 
characteristics from the Mimbres to El Paso phases.  Above ground adobe pueblos eventually 
replaced pithouse villages as the predominant form of architectural design. Ceramic styles 
evolved into a more varied and complex tradition, with some of the most notable local and 
intrusive types being El Paso Brown, El Paso Red-on-Brown, El Paso Polychrome, Chupadero 
and Mimbres Black-on-White, Three Rivers Red-on-Terracotta, and Playas Red (United States 
Army 1998).

El Paso Phase: circa AD 1300–1450
The El Paso phase is the final temporal classification in the Jornada Mogollon sequence of the 
Formative period. Adobe pueblos were situated primarily on low ridges and bluffs adjacent 
to reliable water sources. Agriculture may have intensified during this phase in response to 
population growth as suggested by Lehmer (1948). Many of the intrusive ceramics associated 
with this phase are indicative of a Casas Grandes influence, with their origins extending 
hundreds of miles to the south. The ceramic assemblage consisted of El Paso, Gila, and Ramos 
Polychromes, Chupadero and Mimbres Black-on-White, and Three Rivers Red-on-Terracotta 
(Carmichael 1986). The Rio Abajo, associated with the Anasazi culture of northwestern New 
Mexico, is another cultural sequence of the Formative period. The Rio Abajo underwent 
temporal changes in material culture in a pattern similar to that of the Jornada Mogollon. Adobe 
pueblos replaced pithouses, and painted ceramics supplanted more utilitarian brownwares. 
Artifactual evidence from the northern portion of the Tularosa Basin suggests a limited Rio 
Abajo influence in the region (United States Army 1998). 

4.1.4  The Precontact and Protohistoric Periods

The temporal gap between Spanish contact in southern New Mexico and the end of the 
Formative is referred to as the Protohistoric period. Spanish explorers who arrived during the 
late sixteenth century classified the Manso, Suma, and Jumano cultural groups. Despite the 
lack of adequate material evidence for the existence of these cultures, it is speculated that the 
Manso shared an ancestral link with the Jornada Mogollon.  

4.2  the hIstorIc perIod

Beginning with the colonization of the region by the Spanish in the late 16th century, the 
Historic period underwent three major changes in political organization. Strong colonial ties 
with Spain for the first 300 years prompted the establishment of missions and the allocation 
of lands for non-indigenous use throughout what is now New Mexico. The only interruption 
in this three-century reign was the Pueblo Revolt of 1680, during which Spanish settlers and 
indigenous sympathizers were ousted from New Mexico and forced to flee to El Paso. This 
hiatus lasted until the re-conquest of 1692, when Spanish control was reasserted in northern 
New Mexico.
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By 1821, descendants of the original Spanish colonizers gained independence from Spain 
under the political entity of Mexico, which included modern-day New Mexico. New Mexico 
remained part of Mexico until 1846, when American troops invaded and subsequently took 
control of the region. The Gadsden Purchase of 1853 delineated the U.S.-Mexico boundary, 
which remains intact today (United States Army 2001). The Homestead Act of 1862, which 
under its provisions allowed for private ownership of land, acted as a catalyst for further 
settlement of the Tularosa Basin. These new settlers grazed cattle on the vast, open rangeland 
of the basin for over six decades (United States Army 1998).

World War II brought on an increased need for weapons testing and development for the 
purpose of national defense. The sparsely populated desert of the Tularosa Basin was chosen 
by the U.S. military for the establishment of the Alamogordo Bombing Range in 1942, and the 
White Sands Proving Ground (WSPG) 1945 (United States Army 1998) 

4.3  hIstorIcAl overvIew of whIte sAnds mIssIle rAnge

4.3.1 The Cold War

The rivalry between the U.S. and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic (U.S.S.R.) for influence 
over the post World War II world emerged before the war ended. Significant ideological 
differences separated the two countries and became more pronounced once the shared threat of 
Nazi Germany was defeated. White Sands Proving Ground was established in the immediate 
wake of World War II, and as the Cold War intensified, White Sands became a primary test site 
for the weapons and technology of the Cold War (Protecting America 2011).

In 1947, President Harry S. Truman’s secretary of state, George C. Marshall, proposed U.S. 
aid to rebuild Europe and a devastated Japan. Known as the Marshall Plan, the U.S. pledged 
billions in economic assistance and prevented the complete economic collapse of much of 
western Europe. The plan also promoted the idea of shared national interests, which continued 
with the establishment of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). NATO, designed 
to rebuff U.S.S.R. military intensions and influence into western Europe, became the first 
peacetime military alliance entered into by the United States (Protecting America 2011). 

While the U.S. financed reconstruction in western Europe, U.S.S.R. Premier Josef Stalin 
dictated policy in U.S.S.R. occupied Eastern Europe. Determined to build a defensive buffer 
between East and West, the U.S.S.R. established Communist governments in eastern European 
countries. In 1949, the U.S. adopted strategy of “Containment,” whereby the United States 
would check U.S.S.R. global advances using a variety of political and military methods. Truman 
embraced Containment and merged it with his own Truman Doctrine, announcing that the U.S. 
would support foreign governments resisting “armed minorities” or “outside pressures”—that 
is, Communist revolutionaries or the U.S.S.R. Truman’s adoption of the containment doctrine 
and his characterization of the Communist threat shaped American foreign policy for the 
subsequent four decades (History of Strategic Air and Ballistic Missile Defense 1975).
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In 1950, American foreign policy got their first real test when the Korean Peninsula became 
the setting for the first “hot” confrontation between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. China had fallen 
to Communist forces, and both China and the U.S.S.R. supported a North Korean invasion of 
South Korea. The United Nations, led by the U.S., voted to intervene in the war to defend the 
south. The invasion made containment all the more pertinent; foreign policy makers in the 
U.S. viewed the North Korean invasion as evidence that the U.S.S.R. did in fact hope to spread 
Communism and as a threat to American efforts to rebuild and democratize Japan (Protecting 
America 2011). 

To support increased resistance to U.S.S.R. expansion, Truman’s new National Security Council 
submitted a classified document known as National Security Council Memorandum 68 (NSC-
68), which suggested that Truman quadruple military spending for purposes of containment. 
The president readily consented and within a few years, the U.S. armed forces boasted more 
than 3 million men and the U.S. was spending roughly 15 percent of its gross national product 
on the military. White Sands Proving Ground was a beneficiary of this largesse, and the early 
1950s ushered in a massive expansion of Proving Ground facilities, programs, and personnel 
during that pivotal Cold War decade (History of Strategic Air and Ballistic Missile Defense 
1975; White Sands History 1960). 

By the time President Dwight D. Eisenhower took the oath of office in 1953, American soldiers 
had been entrenched in Korea for nearly three years. Eisenhower signed an armistice with North 
Korea, in part by making it known that he, unlike Truman, would consider the use of nuclear 
weapons in Korea. Eisenhower’s “New Look” foreign policy proposed the use of nuclear 
weapons and new technology rather than high numbers of ground troops and conventional 
bombs, all in an effort to threaten “massive retaliation” against Communist advances abroad. In 
addition, this emphasis on new technologically advanced weapons, instead of a large standing 
army, drastically reduced military spending, which had escalated rapidly during the Truman 
years. But while Eisenhower managed to stabilize defense spending, the doctrine of massive 
retaliation proved to be flawed because it effectively left the United States with few options to 
combat Soviet aggression (Protecting America 2011). 

In October 1957, U.S.S.R. scientists shocked the world when they announced they had 
successfully launched the first man-made satellite, Sputnik I, into orbit. Although the satellite 
posed no danger to the U.S., Americans feared that the U.S.S.R. now had the capability to 
attack the U.S. with intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) from anywhere on the planet. 
In reality, the U.S.S.R. ICBM development lagged far behind its American counterpart but the 
perception influenced new American defense spending to support anti-ballistic missile (ABM) 
programs. Many of these programs, such as the NIKE and TALOS programs, were tested at 
White Sands. The Advanced Ballistic Re-entry System program (ABRES) was tested at Green 
River, Utah. (History of Strategic Air and Ballistic Missile Defense 1975). 

After entering office in 1961, President John F. Kennedy devised a new strategy of “flexible 
response” to deal with the U.S.S.R.. The flexible response doctrine was meant to allow the 
president to combat Soviet advances around the world through a variety of means, including 
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troop deployment, covert actions by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), or, as a last resort, 
use nuclear weapons (Protecting America 2011).  

But despite this flexibility, Kennedy was unable to avoid conflict with the U.S.S.R. when the 
Soviets attempted to place nuclear missiles in Cuba. The tension-filled confrontation, known 
as the Cuban Missile Crisis, was the closest the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. came to a nuclear 
exchange during the Cold War. Though U.S.S.R. missiles were removed from Cuba, the conflict 
foreshadowed direct American involvement in another land-war in Asia (Protecting America 
2011; History of Strategic Air and Ballistic Missile Defense 1975). 

Kennedy first applied his new doctrine to the perceived problem in Vietnam. He drastically 
increased U.S. involvement in the Vietnamese civil war, which had been raging since the mid-
1950s. The arrival of the first group of soldiers, as military advisors to the South Vietnamese 
government, established the pattern and by 1968, there were over 500,000 American combat 
personnel in Vietnam. Eventually, Kennedy and his successor Lyndon B. Johnson would find 
it politically impossible to recall U.S. forces without having first defeated the pro-Communist 
North Vietnamese. (History of Strategic Air and Ballistic Missile Defense 1975).

But by the early 1970s, the massive U.S. presence in Vietnam became untenable, and American 
troops were withdrawn, leading to the collapse of the South Vietnamese government and 
communist victory. More broadly, the U.S. and U.S.S.R. struggled to adjust to a new, more 
complicated pattern of international relations in which the world was no longer divided into 
two clearly opposed blocs. Further, the world economy declined dramatically, leading both 
super powers to re-asses their military commitments and defense spending (Protecting America 
2011).

The new climate of Détente, a general easing of super power tensions, had both strategic and 
economic benefits for both sides of the Cold War, buoyed by their common interest in trying 
to check the further proliferation of nuclear weapons. A series of arms control agreements 
such as Strategic Arms Limitations Talks (SALT I and SALT II) were designed to limit the 
development of strategic weapons, slow the arms race and lessen large defense budgets. The 
U.S. also experienced a series of international frustrations, especially the fall of South Vietnam, 
which raised fears over the efficacy of American foreign policy. As a result, U.S. policy makers 
were more hesitant to commit American soldiers to overseas conflicts. (History of Strategic Air 
and Ballistic Missile Defense,1975; Protecting America 2011).

However, in the 1980s, the Cold War re-intensified with the election of President Ronald 
Reagan and the U.S.S.R. invasion of Afghanistan. In the face of perceived U.S.S.R. aggression 
and eager to engage with the U.S.S.R. from a place of strength following Détente, Reagan 
adopted a more confrontational approach to U.S.S.R. communism by large increases in defense 
spending. Along with the complex war in Afghanistan, the U.S.S.R.’s attempt to keep pace 
with America’s military and technological advances was a significant factor in the decline of 
its state-run economy, despite political reforms ushered in by the progressive U.S.S.R. leader 
Mikhail Gorbachev (Protecting America 2011).  
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In 1988, the U.S.S.R. withdrew from Afghanistan and one year later the Berlin Wall was torn 
down by German citizens, bringing a symbolic end to the Cold War.  In December 1991, two 
years after President Reagan left office, the Cold War ended when Gorbachev dissolved the 
U.S.S.R. by decree (Protecting America 2011).

4.3.2  Overview of White Sands Missile Range

Establishment of White Sands Proving Ground
The American need for an extended rocket test range dates to the modest beginning of the 
U.S. Army’s missile testing program and to the deadly experience with German rockets in 
the last year of World War II. In June 1944, the U.S. Army’s Ordnance Department (ORD) 
awarded a contract to the California Institute of Technology’s Jet Propulsion Lab (JPL) for the 
research and development of long-range, surface to surface rockets. The program, known as 
Ordnance Department / California Institute of Technology (ORDCIT), developed three early 
rocket types, the Private A, Private F, and Without Attitude Control (WAC) Corporal (White 
Sands History 1960). 

At the same time, the U.S. and its allies experienced first-hand the power of this new weapon. 
Germany’s V-2 rocket was the world’s first long-range ballistic missile, and allied targets 
absorbed thousands of V-2 attacks from 1944 to 1945. In the closing days of the war, the U.S. 
Army captured V-2 launch sites, rocket components and related instrumentation, and, most 
importantly, German scientists. By war’s end, the U.S. Army had successfully appropriated the 
German rocket program, sending captured personnel and equipment to the U.S. for use in an 
emerging American program (Eckles 2013).

In 1945, the U.S. Army initiated a search for a rocket testing ground location. Proposed test 
areas required flat and open ground over a contiguously large land base, a sparse population, 
and predominantly clear weather. The Army also sought a location which offered access to 
transportation infrastructure and utilities, and proximity to an existing military post for support. 
Preferred characteristics included surrounding hills or mountains which formed natural barriers 
to nearby population centers, but which enabled observation sites. Southeast New Mexico’s 
Tularosa Basin, near Fort Bliss, was identified as the best choice, possessing nearly all of 
the desired characteristics. The site recommendation from the Army’s Chief of Ordnance 
was approved by the Secretary of War on February 20, 1945. Armed Forces Circular #268 
announced that WSPG was officially activated on July 9, 1945 (Eckles 2013).

Just seven days after the activation of WSPG, the world’s first atomic bomb was exploded 
on what was then the Alamogordo Bombing Range. Developed in secret and unknown to 
commanders at the new proving ground, wartime use of atomic weapons quickly ended 
World War II and began the nuclear age. Known as the Trinity Site, the atomic test area was 
incorporated into the boundaries of the massive new proving ground (Eckles 2013).
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Development of White Sands Proving Ground
Initially anticipated as a temporary facility, the Army planned to use the range for no more 
than six weeks, launching just 10 to 15 missiles. Accordingly, the Army erected temporary 
wood-frame buildings and metal hangars at the new cantonment, and began the construction 
of necessary launch facilities (Figure 4-1). The Army’s first block house and V-2 launch area, 
known as Army Launch Number 1 (now known as Launch Complex 33), was constructed 
approximately six and a half miles east of the main post, and on September 26, 1945, a Tiny 
Tim booster became the first vehicle launched at WSPG. In October, a full WAC Corporal with 
the Tiny Tim booster was launched, reaching an altitude of 43.5 miles (White Sands History 
1960; Building Technology Inc. 1984).

Meanwhile, over 300 boxcars of captured V-2 
components arrived at WSPG. German rocket 
scientists were assigned to the proving ground to 
aid in the development of an American program 
based on the V-2 (Figure 4-2). By April 1946, the 
first tests of the re-assembled V-2 rockets were 
underway (Eidenbach 1996; Building Technology 
Inc. 1984).

That same year, the first instrumentation site, designated “A” Station, was completed one mile 
south of the V-2 launch site. A-station proved too close to the launch point, so its equipment 
was moved to a new site, C-Station, which was located approximately three miles south of the 
original Army launch site, today’s Launch Complex (LC) 33. Many smaller instrumentation 
and tracking stations followed, but C-Station became WSPG’s first range control center, 
combining missile control, instrumentation, and tracking facilities to one facility (Building 
Technology Inc. 1984).

Figure 4-1. Aerial View of White Sands Proving Ground, 1946.

The beginning of the Cold War coincided 
with the initial development of White Sands 
Proving Ground.  One of the first buildings 
constructed at the new installation was Fa-
cility #1538, the prominent building shown 
here.  The large, hangar-like structure was 
constructed to support the new American 
V-2 rocket program. (Credit:  WSMR DPW 
Archives)
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Between 1946 and 1952, a total of sixty-seven V-2’s were fired from WSPG. American 
scientists and their German counterparts used the V-2s to conduct upper atmospheric tests 
critical to rocket performance and evaluation and gained valuable experience in all aspects of 
rocketeering. The V-2 served as a prototype to a number of new missiles developed by the U.S. 
military and as the 1950s unfolded, WSPG took its place at the forefront of American missile 
development and testing (White Sands History 1960; Eckles 2013). 

Expansion and Designation as White Sands Missile Range
The pace of infrastructure construction at the now-permanent proving ground began to match 
the tempo of an accelerating Cold War. WSPG took on new significance as a premier location 
for the testing of new weapons technologies with direct tactical and strategic implications to 
the Cold War. By the early-1950s, technical and support facilities were valued at nearly $15 
million.  Initially, scientific personnel based at Aberdeen Proving Ground’s Ballistic Research 
Laboratory (BRL) were temporarily assigned to WSPG to monitor flights, returning to BRL 
to analyze test data. This unwieldy arrangement led to the establishment of a BRL annex at 
White Sands. In 1951, over three dozen BRL employees were relocated to WSPG, with the 
responsibility to develop range instrumentation and data reduction, evolving into National 
Range Operations (White Sands History 1960).

One critical component of early missile tests was the ability to generate dependable data which 
detailed the in-flight performance of the test vehicle. The massive range was geodetically 
surveyed and the WSMR geodetic system located stations such as optics facilities where 
range activities were the heaviest for data triangulation purposes. Precise positioning provided 
scientists with the accurate, on-range relative positions necessary for missile performance 
evaluation (White Sands History 1960; Eidenbach 1996).

Figure 4-2.  V-2 rocket program personnel pose with a re-constituted V-2 missile at the 
White Sands Proving Ground Technical Area. (Credit:  WSMR DPW Archives).
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By the mid-1950s, the volume of test flights between the Army, Air Force and Navy at the 
range and the increased altitude and range of the tests required a more coordinated approach to 
range use, instrumentation systems, and command structure. This reorganization effort became 
known as the Integrated Range, and allowed the three main military branches to efficiently use 
the same testing ground (Eidenbach 1996). 

The proving ground was re-designated as White Sands Missile Range in 1958, a change that 
reflected the emphasis on the development of Intercontinental Ballistic Missile (ICBM) and 
Anti-Ballistic Missile Defense (ABM) systems that were a major focus of the Cold War, 
particularly following the U.S.S.R.’s successful launch of Sputnik 1. As the 1960s began, 
WSMR was classified as a National Missile Range (NMR), equally available to all government 
agencies (Figure 4-3). In 1962, WSMR initiated the Advanced Ballistic Re-Entry Systems 
(ABRES) program, which studied the re-entry characteristics of ICBMs to improve both 
offensive and defensive systems (Eidenbach 1996).

By the mid-1960s, over 1,000 precisely surveyed 
instrumentation sites, including Dopplar Radar, Askenia 
Cinetheodolites, state-of-the-art radars and highly 
customized optical equipment—complete with optical 
shelters and electronic instrument buildings—stood 
throughout the range. Optical measuring devices, some 
recovered in Germany in the closing days of World War II, 
were a revolution in instrumentation technology. Tracking 
telescopes were adapted from astronomical use for high-

altitude missile tracking and high-speed photo recordation. Cinetheodolites, meanwhile, were 
the workhorse of range instrumentation during the early decades, and produced filmed records 
of in-flight missile tests to provide data on location, acceleration, and flight characteristics 
(“Background Document: Cinetheodolites” 1967).  

Figure 4-3.  WSMR Main Post circa 1960.

White Sand Missile Range facilities 
grew rapidly during the Cold War to 
support the increasing complexity of 
rocket science and ballistic missile 
technology. The Missile Park in the 
foreground demonstrates the variety 
of missiles tested as WSMR since 
the days of the V-2. (Credit:  WSMR 
DPW Archives).
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The Modern Era at White Sands Missile Range
As the 1970s unfolded, WSMR supported over 100 separate programs, including surface-
to-surface and surface-to-air missiles and rockets, airborne weapons systems, space vehicle 
development, target missiles and rockets, re-entry physics research, bomb drop tests and 
upper atmospheric research. Various programs conducted concurrent tests across the range 
throughout the year, overseen during that time by nearly 10,000 civil service, military and 
contract personnel from each branch of the military. This era represents the zenith in overall 
base population and military, civil service and contract personnel. By 1995, the range had 
tested over 1,000 weapons and space systems (Eckles 2013).

Today, WSMR remains as the largest all-over-land military reservation in the United States.  
WSMR retains its critical role in leading missile development and test programs for the 
Army, Navy, Air Force, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and other 
government agencies and private industry (Eckles 2013).

4.4 mule peAk hIstory

4.4.1 Initial Use of the Mule Peak Site

The Mule Peak Site is located high in the Sacramento mountains of Lincoln National Forest, 
overlooking the Tularosa Basin at an elevation of 8074 feet, over 40 miles northeast of the 
WSMR Main Post and nearby launch complexes (Figure 4-4). The Forest, established in 1902 
by the General Land Office at an initial size of 500,000 acres, today covers over 1.1 million 
acres. Lincoln National Forest was originally parts of five other National Forests or Forest 
Reserves and originally included just the White Mountains and Capitan Mountains. Presidential 
proclamations were then signed in 1905, 1906, 1907, 1910, and 1919 adding additional lands 
which form today’s Lincoln National Forest (WSMR File 405-10e Mule Peak Mou DACA 
7-94).

In August 1947, WSPG sought and was issued a Special Use Permit by Lincoln National 
Forest officials for the purpose of, as the permit states, “installing experimental instruments, 
two personnel shelters and sanitation facilities: and constructing and maintaining  0.6 miles of 
road from the game access road to Mule Peak.” By late August, work had commenced to clear 
brush at the site and begin work on the .6 mile long service road (WSMR File 405-10e Mule 
Peak Mou DACA 7-94).  

The “experimental instruments” referred to by WSPG officials was the 1947-48 Type - (or T) 
4 tracking telescope. The large 16” Newtonian telescope was the fourth instrument produced 
within the first family of missile tracking telescopes. T-4 continued a revolution in optics begun 
at WSPG in 1946, when noted astronomers James Edson and Clyde Tombaugh fused planetary 
telescopes and observation methodology with the emerging military need to observe rockets 
in-flight. The most powerful of the “T” telescopes, the T-4, provided scientists with the ability 
to view—and collect movie images in great detail using a Mitchell camera—the behavior of 
V-2 test rockets fired at the new proving ground (Figure 4-5).
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Figure 4-4. Oblique aerial diagram of WSMR showing Mule Peak overlook to launch 
complex locations and targets (source: Historic American Engineering Survey 1986).

Figure 4-5. The T-4 atop Mule Peak before 1952 construction of the Telescope Building.
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In 1948, journal articles chronicling the development, importance, and success of the T-4 
appeared in Popular Science and Ordnance magazines, which noted that:

“Army Ordnance scientists have now set a really big “eye” to watching the rockets.  
They have developed a 16-inch telescope that can follow even a V-2 all the way up 
to its 100-mile plus peak and make a photographic record of nearly the whole flight” 
(Mann 1948).

And,

“A major gap in our present knowledge is the lack of information on the movements of 
rockets during flight.  The Type IV telescope will help fill this gap, providing sixteen 
pictures every second to show just how the missile twists and turns and tilts” (Mann 
1948).

The permit enabled the construction of what was initially viewed as temporary optical 
instrumentation facilities atop Mule Peak to support T-4 operation.  In correspondence between 
WSPG officials and Lincoln National Forest, the new, two-acre Mule Peak station was referred 
to as experimental area, likely due to the use of the first generation of missile tracking telescopes 
at the site.  According to 1950 site plans of the Mule Peak facility, the first facilities were small 
wood-frame buildings.  Those buildings are no longer extant (WSMR File 405-10e Mule Peak 
MOU DACA 7-94; WSMR As-Built Drawing File WS-BF 1950).

The Mule Peak site quickly proved its value as an optical instrumentation station.  In a July 
1948 letter to the Lincoln National Forest Supervisor, WSPG Commanding General Philip 
Blackmore requested permission to use Mule Peak permanently, stating that:

“This site has proven extremely valuable as an observation station for obtaining ballistic 
measurements on guided missiles test fired at the Proving Ground. It is requested that 
permission be secured for the use of the land, described in Paragraph 1 above, on a 
permanent basis. It is anticipated that a permanent base and shelter for a 16” tracking 
telescope will be constructed, and that a suitable permanent type building for a radar 
transmitter and Doppler measurement gear will be needed” (WSMR File 405-10e Mule 
Peak MOU DACA 7-94).

On July 26, 1948 Forest Supervisor C.E. Moore responded to General Blackmore, writing that:

“The permit which we have issued for an experimental area on Mule Peak will be 
continued in effect as long as your need for the land exists. While termed an ‘annual 
permit,’ its wording grants permission for you to use the land indefinitely. While the 
permit is subject to termination should a need for the land for a higher priority purpose 
exist, we cannot conceive of a higher use of the area” (WSMR File 405-10e Mule Peak 
MOU DACA 7-94).
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Station selection for a fixed tracking telescope was very important in obtaining photography 
documenting missile performance.  In his 1948 report “Tracking Telescope Fundamentals,” 
astronomer and physicist Dr. James B. Edson, a father of the missile tracking telescope, wrote 
that:

“It is important to select an observing site where the definition – or seeing – is of usable 
quality nearly all the time.  Factors of importance in searching for a station with good 
seeing are:” (Edson 1948).

“Altitude. The station should be at an elevation of 5000 ft. or higher if possible with 
trees, shrubbery or at least grass. Bare ground produces temperature extremes which 
greatly disturb the air over it” (Edson 1948).

“Shape of the Terrain.  Modern opinion prefers a plateau of some extent rather than a 
sharp peak because strong turbulent up and down drafts may disturb the air about the 
peak. However a valley or depression atop a plateau should be avoided.  The station 
should be located on a knoll, preferably the highest in the vicinity, and the site should 
be checked for seeing by observation” (Edson 1948).

The “temperature extremes” referred to by Edson is known as atmospheric turbulence, a 
phenomenon that plagued early attempts at missile photography.  Heat waves rising from the 
Tularosa Basin’s hot desert floor severely distorted film and still images of in-flight missiles, 
and was the subject of considerable study.  By placing the powerful new tracking telescope and 
its associated high-speed motion picture camera on Mule Peak, scientists attempted to mitigate 
the effects of atmospheric turbulence on imaging (Tombaugh 1955).

4.4.2 Continued Development at Mule Peak

By 1950, the success and value of T-4 was demonstrated by WSPG’s desire to further develop 
the site (Figure 4-6).  WSPG sought and was granted an amended Special Use Permit (a formal 
agreement document) which allowed:

“Installing and operating a field instrumentation system and necessary housing, 
sanitation, and other facilities essential to the operation of this station and 0.6 miles of 
approach road from game access to the top of Mule Peak” (WSMR File 405-10e Mule 
Peak Mou DACA 7-94).

The new permit provided much greater detail regarding the use and shared responsibility of the 
Mule Peak Site and detailed the process through which the complex, located on land managed 
by Lincoln National Forest, could be expanded or altered.  Regarding the ability of WSMR to 
build on the site, the permit noted that: 
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“Development plans; lay-out plans; 
construction, reconstruction, or alteration 
of improvements; or revision of lay-out 
or construction plans for this area must be 
approved in advance and in writing by the forest 
supervisor.  Trees or shrubbery on the permitted 
area may be removed or destroyed only after 
the forest offer in charge has approved, and has 
marked or otherwise designated that which may 
be removed or destroyed“(WSMR File 405-10e 
Mule Peak MOU DACA 7-94).

The permit further required that WSPG generally protect the forest land from damage, shall 
be held financially responsible should damage occur from negligence and shall repair damage, 
other than ordinary wear and tear.  The permit also outlined procedures should the agreement 
be voided, stating that:

Figure 4-6. 1950 Mule Peak Site Plan.

In 1950, WSPG sought and received 
permission from Lincoln National Forest to 
construct permanent facilities at Mule Peak.  
Temporary facilities were demolished and 
buildings such as Facility #29904, the Crew 
Shelter Building, built in 1952, were planned 
and laid out according to this site plan. 
(Credit: Drawing Bundle WS-BF, WSMR 
DPW Archives).
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”Upon abandonment, termination, revocation, or cancellation of this permit, the 
permittee shall remove within a reasonable time all structures and improvements except 
those owned by the United States, and shall restore the site, unless otherwise agreed 
upon in writing  or in this permit.  If the permittee fails to remove all such structures or 
improvements within a reasonable period, they shall become the property of the United 
States, but that will not relieve the permittee of liability for the cost of their removal and 
restoration of the site” (WSMR File 405-10e Mule Peak MOU DACA 7-94).

The permit enabled construction of the first permanent buildings at Mule Peak. The first 
permanent building constructed at Mule Peak was Facility #29902, constructed as a Doppler 
Velocity and Position (DOVAP) transmitter station.  A 1950 Corps of Engineers Layout Plan for 
Mule Peak demonstrates the existence of an additional handful of wood-frame buildings and 
structures that constituted the first phase of development at Mule Peak. The plan demonstrates 
that two temporary buildings, likely small crew quarters and crew mess, which were located 
immediately southeast of today’s helipad. A latrine (Figure 4-7), garbage disposal pit, and 
shower area were located to the west, down-slope from the helipad area (WSMR Drawing 
Bundle WS-BF Extension of Field Instrumentation System 1950).  

DOVAP electronics and 
equipment provided additional 
data regarding missile flight 
performance. DOVAP is a type 
of electronic instrumentation 
that measures a rocket’s 
position in space using the 
Doppler Effect, which may 
be described as the effect 
produced by a moving 
source of waves (Range 
Instrumentation Layout 1967). DOVAP electronics sends a steady radio signal to a transponder 
located within the target vehicle. A transponder picks up the signal, amplifies it, and sends it 
back to a ground receiver. The ground receiver compares the signal from the rocket with the 
original signal sent out from the ground transmitter. The difference between the two signals, 
called the Doppler frequency, is recorded on instruments. By using a single transmitter in 
conjunction with three receivers, the position, acceleration and velocity of the target vehicle 
can be determined from the intersection of the three elliptical signals. In this way, accurate 
electronic data which precisely locates the target vehicle in space may be gathered through this 
form of electronic instrumentation (Range Instrumentation Layout 1967).

Figure 4-7. Latrine Remains.

Some of the first infrastructure 
built at Mule Peak served the 
T-4 support crew.  The remains 
of the latrine are located west of 
the original building cluster. 
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The continued development of Mule Peak initiated in the early 1950s coincided with an overall 
extension of the WSPG Field Instrumentation System, which included new instrumentation 
buildings at significant range locations such as C-station, as well as new transmitters and 
telemetry stations throughout the proving ground (WSMR Drawing Bundle WS-BF Extension 
of Field Instrumentation System 1950).

In 1952, three additional buildings were 
constructed at Mule Peak. These include 
Facility #29904, the Crew Shelter 
Building, Facility #29903, the Generator 
Building, and most prominently, Facility 
#29901, the Telescope Building (Figure 
4-8). These three buildings, together 
with the previously constructed DOVAP 
building, formed the core of the Mule 
Peak station for the next two decades 
(Facilities Utilization Report 1963).

As noted, the T-4 telescope was in use 
at Mule Peak for approximately three 
years prior to the construction of its 
shelter. The 1950 layout plan (see Figure 
4-6) demonstrates the presence of the 
telescope, labeled as “16” Tracking 
Telescope” just south of the then-planned 
telescope building.  The presence of 
an adjacent pair vs. a pair of adjacent 
mounted Askania Binoculars, used to 
assist in the acquisition of the missile in 
space, is also identified on the map.  The 
location of the binocular stand as well as 
the placement of T-4 atop Mule Peak, prior to the construction of its shelter, is further verified 
in historic images (WSMR Drawing Bundle WS-BF). 

T-4, dubbed “Popeye,” was the first 16” reflecting telescope at WSMR, mounted on a 90-mm 
mount (Figure 4-9). The instrument hosted a Newtonian reflecting optical system, with a 
16-inch primary, parabolic mirror. It was so powerful that the long distance from the launching 
area to Mule Peak was necessary; the operator would not be able to follow the rocket in flight 
if the telescope were any closer to the test vehicle and launch point. T-4’s parabolic mirror 
gathered light and focused it on an angled mirror that reflects it to one side, toward the Akeley 
35MM high speed camera where images of the rocket in flight were recorded (Mann 1948).

The image was further enlarged by a set of amplifying lenses to give an effective focal 
length as long as 80 feet, which provided excellent magnification through the eyepiece.  The 
telescope had an additional small guide telescope with a six-inch diameter lens of 600 power, 

Figure 4-8. T-4 , 16-inch Newtonian 
Tracking Telescope, in Operation at Facility 

29901 operated by Vernon Norvell.

T-4 in operation at Mule Peak Facility #29901.  
The building was designed to allow the corrugated 
metal roof to retract, exposing the telescope for 
observational purposes while protecting the 
instrument from harsh environmental conditions 
typical of its mountainous, 8074 ft. elevation 
location. (Credit:  WSMR DPW Archives).
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which the operator (or “tracer” as 
the operator was termed) used to 
follow the flight of the missile. The 
operator sat behind the large mirror to 
sight the target through a smaller eye 
piece.  Responding quickly to operator 
controls, T-4’s hydraulic system 
rapidly moved the large instrument 
up, down or sideways.  “Considerable 
skill is involved in this operation by 
the tracer to manipulate the sensitive 
manual guidance system.” (Mann 
1948; Wind and Sand 1952.  

The high-speed Mitchell camera 
attached to T-4 recorded moving 
images using 35-mm film of a rocket 
in flight at 16 times per second, which 
measured azimuth, elevation and time 
dials.  The electronic time dials, coded 
and photographed by the camera, 
were recorded against a master radio 
time signal for coordinating with 
other instrumentation records and 
embedded on each frame of film.  
The affixed camera records readings 
onto the film that shows the time and 
angles of elevation and azimuth. The 
tracking telescope system at White 
Sands was designed specifically for 
the purpose of obtaining “intercept 
miss distance,” the closest approach 
of the missile center mass to the target 
center of mass, attitude and event data. 
Because of the long focal lengths of 
the telescope, T-4 enabled scientists 
to observe and photograph the effects 
of in-flight behavior that was not 
available through other optical means. 
One 1948 U.S. Navy document notes 
that “with this installation [of T-IV], photographs have been taken at a range of 70 miles which 
showed good detail” (Facilities, U.S. Navy Unit 1948; Mann 1948)

Dr. Clyde Tombaugh (Figure 4-10), a prominent planetary astronomer and colleague of James 
Edson in the development of the tracking telescope, conducted tests and experiments with the 

Figure 4-9. 1948 Cover of Popular 
Science Showing T-4. 

In 1948, the T-4 telescope was the subject of journal 
articles which profiled its advanced optics.  This 
illustration was included in Popular Science, with an 
accompanying article that noted “Popeye [the informal 
term for T-4] watches the rocket flights from an 8,000-
foot mountaintop 40 miles away from the launching area. 
If the telescope were much closer, the technician who 
aims it would not be able to move fast enough to follow 
speeding V-2s as they take off. The high-altitude location 
also has another advantage, since it eliminates much of 
the shimmering caused by the normal movement of the 
air near the ground.” (Credit:  Popular Science Journal, 
January 1948).
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new tracking telescope since 1946, 
years prior to the construction of the 
first permanent building on the peak.  
Communications, electronics and the 
telescope itself was powered by a 
maintenance truck in much the same 
way the first tracking telescope tested 
at WSPG powered by a maintenance 
truck (Tombaugh, 1955).  

Clyde Tombaugh’s use of the 
powerful T-4 telescope also allowed 
him to continue his astronomical 
work, and apply celestial observation 
methods to tracking telescope use.  
In early June 1948, Tombaugh 
wrote a memorandum titled “Height 
and Distance at which a WAC B 
[missile] can be photographed with 
the 16-inch telescope on Mule 
Peak.”  Experiments recorded in this 
document helped establish baseline 
data for the most optimal viewing 
conditions and use of T-4.  

Tombaugh also used T-4 to observe the star Sirius during the day and at sunset.  These calculations 
regarding magnitudes of brightness led to the successful photography of in-flight missiles.  In 
mid-June 1948, Tombaugh used T-4 to observe Venus and chart the planet’s movement through 
the sky.  Later that month, scientists from the University of California were on Mule Peak with 
Tombaugh to observe T-4’s tracking capabilities during a missile test (Tombaugh, WAC B 
Notes 1948; UCLA Correspondence, 1948). In a March 26, 1952 article on the T-IV telescope 
that appeared in the Post newspaper Wind and Sand, Clyde Tombaugh noted that the telescope 
was one of the largest optical instruments used in ordnance activity, and that the painted fins of 
a rocket are readily detectable at a height of over 100 miles.

By 1952 the massive tracking telescope was housed in its newly constructed facility, beneath 
a moveable metal roof (Figure 4-11).  During operation, the roof would retract to the north, 
resting on concrete pillars and crossbeams.   This would expose the instrument, which, facing 
west, would track targets flying in a northerly direction from the U.S. Army Launch Complex 
(LC-33) at the southern section of what was then WSPG. From its Mule Peak perch, the entire 
expanse of the Tularosa Basin was observable, allowing T-4 to track and record in-flight 
missiles to distances to other optical device could reach (Figure 4-12). (Facilities Utilization 
Report 1963).

Figure 4-10. Dr. Clyde Tombaugh.

Dr. Clyde Tombaugh, the discoverer of Pluto, was an 
important force in the postwar development of the tracking 
telescope at WSPG.  Here, Dr. Tombaugh operates a 
telescope at the Lowell Observatory during the 1930s.  
(Credit:  Lowell Observatory).
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4.4.3 Changes to 
Mule Peak Operations

By the early 1960s, new 
missions were assigned to 
Mule Peak and reliance on 
T-4 likely diminished as 
new and advanced optical 
instruments developed.  The 
success of the early tracking 
telescopes made it possible 
to later build instruments 
that nearly reached their 
theoretical resolving power.  
The “T” telescopes led to 
the second generation of 
powerful tracking telescopes 
known as Intercept Ground 
Optical Recorder, or IGORs, 

conceived at WSMR by Dr. Tombaugh.  By 1955 there were 
nine such machines in operation throughout the White Sands 
(Simmons 1953; Instrumentation Layout 1967).

Figure 4-11. As-Built Drawing  for Facility 29901 (Credit: WSMR DPW Archives).

Figure 4-12.1967 Aerial of Mule Peak.

The original building cluster 
atop Mule Peak as it appeared 
in 1967, prior to the expansion 
of the site and construction of 
the astrodome .5 miles to the 
west. (Credit:  WSMR DPW 
Archives).
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In 1962, Lincoln National Forest sought to clarify use of the Mule Peak Site by updating its 
designation.  Forest officials wrote that:

“1951 Special Use Permit ‘U,’ USES-Lincoln, United States Army, White Sands 
Proving Ground, Field Instrumentation (Mule Peak, 9/7/51).  This permit should now 
read ‘2710 United States Army, White Sands Missile Range Radio Site, 9/7/51.’ The 
changing of this designation in no way affects the text of this special use permit.  It is 
done merely to clarify and show the use for which this area is being used” (WSMR File 
405-10e Mule Peak Mou DACA 7-94).

4.4.4 New Cold War Missions at Mule Peak

In 1970, the WSMR Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory (ASL) began atmospheric tests at Mule 
Peak. WSMR officials requested that the Mule Peak site be enlarged to approximately 126 
acres to construct a new astrodome to house and protect the instrument. On April 30, 1970, 
WSMR officials received authorization from Lincoln National Forest officials to construct an 
access road to the new astrodome site, construct a concrete pad, the 16-foot astrodome itself, 
and a power line to the new facility (WSMR File 405-10e Mule Peak Mou DACA 7-94).

The astrodome contained a test helium neon laser instrument used to test the effects of the 
atmosphere, especially dust, on lasers (Figure 4-13).  Atmospheric dust sampling masts were 
also installed on the roof of Facility #29902.  Research revealed that these samples, supposedly 
representative of the general conditions over south central New Mexico, are easily contaminated 
by dust injected into the atmosphere from vehicular traffic and helicopter activity (WSMR File 
405-10e Mule Peak Mou DACA 7-94; The Missile Ranger 1983).

Figure 4-13. Astrodome (left) and Instrument Mount (right).

In 1970, WSMR received permission from Lincoln National Forest to construct this 
astrodome.  The astrodome contained a neon helium laser which was part of an Atmo-
spheric Science Laboratory (ASL) program designed to test the effects of atmospheric 
particulates on lasers.  The Garland-type mount, which likely held the laser, remains in 
the astrodome.
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A 1983 Missile Ranger newspaper article described the existence and use of at least two 
astrodomes located on peaks which were “used by ASL scientists…to monitor and study the 
atmosphere.”  The article noted that while one astrodome associated with the program was 
situated “on a nameless high point south of Sugarloaf Peak and northeast of Organ Peak,” a

“similar but larger, 16-foot dome sits atop Mule Peak across the Tularosa Basin in the 
Sacramento Mountains.  The domes sheltered helium neon lasers, according to James 
Mason and former ASL employee…at night the scientists flashed laser beams back 
and forth across 80 miles of desert air…the tests were done to study the effects of the 
atmosphere on the lasers.”

The article further noted that scientists were specifically looking at the spread of the beam after 
it had travelled the distance between the two astrodomes, as well as its scintillation, which 
is rapid changes in the brightness of the laser due to atmosphere particulates, a phenomenon 
similar to the perceived blinking of stars in the night sky.

A 1975 WSMR memorandum to Lincoln National Forest officials further describes scientific 
use of the astrodome and laser.  Referring to the “lower part” of the Mule Peak site, the memo 
states that: 

“Lower part–The dome has been and will continue to be operated during investigations 
of the effect of the atmosphere on the propagation of laser energy. At the time these 
tests are conducted the vehicular sources of dust must be controlled to preclude the 
effect this dust will have on the transmission measurements” (WSMR File 405-10e 
Mule Peak Mou DACA 7-94).

The road system at Mule Peak was paved in the mid-1970s to curtail some of the effects 
of local dust on the research program (Figure 4-14) (WSMR File 405-10e Mule Peak Mou 
DACA 7-94).

In the mid-1970s, Mule Peak formed a component of WSMR’s new test Drone Control 
Formation System (DCFS).  The DCFS allowed groups of jet drones to execute high-speed 
in-flight maneuvers while maintaining positions within their formations. The DCFS combined 
telemetry, radar and distance with then -state-of-the-art IBM computing capabilities.  The system 
was capable of tracking and controlling up to six drone targets in two separate formations while 
tracking up to four other drones or aircraft.  According to a 1977 Missile Ranger newspaper 
article regarding the program, the DCFS was the “only one of its kind in the free world,” and 
at that time “it was the largest project to date in the improvement and modernization of range 
instrumentation” (WSMR File 405-10e Mule Peak MOU DACA 7-94).

Development of the DCFS began in 1974 when military planners determined that a means 
for controlling multiple airborne targets in formation would be required in future missile test 
programs.  The DCFS program center was located in Building 300, the former Range Control 
Center, while interrogator stations were located on Salinas Peak and Rose Peak, in addition 
to Mule Peak. Interrogator stations measured the drone’s distances from each of the three 
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stations; the position data was compared with original flight 
path data and signals were fed back through the interrogator 
stations to keep the drones on their prescribed flight paths.  At 
Mule Peak, the DCFS was established in the Communications 
Room of Facility #29902 (The Missile Ranger 1977; WSMR 
File 405-10e Mule Peak MOU DACA 7-94).

By the 1980s, use of Mule Peak as a test site appears to have 
slowly declined in use and the site has been abandoned for two 
decades. While facilities have deteriorated due to environmental 
impact and lack of maintenance, the T-4 telescope remains in 
place in Facility #29902. The land remains administered by WSMR under the Special Use 
Permit issued by Lincoln National Forest.

4.5 A hIstory of the mIssIle trAckIng telescope 
At whIte sAnds mIssIle rAnge

WSPG was a significant location in the development of the rocket tracking telescope.  In the 
mid-1940s, astronomers James B. Edson and Clyde W. Tombaugh combined their considerable 

Figure 4-14. 1975 Aerial View of Mule Peak.

By 1975, the site appeared 
much as it does today.  The 
astrodome was constructed 
and the Mule Peak road 
system was paved to prevent 
dust from interfering with 
ASL atmospheric test 
programs conducted at 
Mule Peak.  (Credit:  WSMR 
DPW Archives).
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astronomical expertise with planetary observation instruments to a new military application, 
the tracking of ballistic missiles. Such observations were critical and allowed researchers to 
observe and photographically record the attitude of the rocket at each moment of flight.

Tracking telescopes trace their roots to both astronomy and to the German development of 
cinetheodolites that occurred shortly before World War II (WWII). In 1937, German scientists 
working at Nazi Germany’s Peenemunde rocket testing complex coupled a 16-mm camera to a 
rudimentary Askania camera and used this instrument to track and record early V-family rocket 
flights. By 1940, Germany’s Askania Werke produced the first commercial cinetheodolite, the 
GTK-40.  In 1941, an updated instrument, the KTH-41 was produced (Delgado 1981).

As World War II raged, several of the cameras found their way to England and the U.S. The 
quality of the German instruments impressed U.S. military leadership and in December 1941 a 
conference was held at Fort Monroe, Louisiana, to determine a design course for the fabrication 
of a new phototheodolite for use by the American military. However, a major problem facing 
the American military was that the technology required to replicate the Askania did not exist in 
the U.S. American-made versions were still six months from completion and testing when the 
war ended in 1945 (Delgado 1981).

In the spring of 1945, the renowned German rocket scientist Dr. Wernher von Braun, and a 
Cadre of German scientists surrendered to the US Army. Von Braun and approximately 127 of 
his fellow researchers were then brought to the US to work on the Army’s rocketing program 
under “Operation Paperclip.” In the fall and winter of 1945–46, the German scientists and 300 
railcars loaded with captured V-2 rocket components arrived at the newly-established WSPG. 
They tracked and photographed the first test rockets using the prewar Askanias, but rapid 
advances in rockets required greater means for quality optical tracking to higher elevations 
(Eckles 2013).

The application of astronomical telescope for missile tracking was the brainchild of Dr. James 
B. Edson of the BRL at Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland.  Prior to his time at BRL, he 
worked at the Lowell Observatory in Arizona, a colleague of his future brother-in-law, Dr. 
Clyde Tombaugh, the discoverer of Pluto (Delgado 1981).

During his service in WWII, Dr. Edson recognized the potential utility of highly-detailed 
photography of missiles in flight.  He spent WWII as an antiaircraft artillery officer with an 
emphasis on tracking and fire control.  One result was his familiarity with large gun mounts, 
seeing the possibilities in combining telescopes with agile, hydraulically-operating gun mounts 
to track and record what would become the next phase in science and warfare.  

In 1945, Edson supervised the development of the first tracking telescope.  Fabricated at the 
BRL at the Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, two telescopes were mounted on a modified, 
electrically-powered M45 Machine Gun Mount. A 35-mm movie camera was attached to 
the larger telescope while a second operator sat behind the smaller telescope to dictate his 
observations of the flight performance details onto a phonograph (Figure 4-15).  Dr. Edson 
provides his own informal account of how he pieced together his prototype:
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 “All of the optical parts for the first tracking telescopes were begged, borrowed, or 
stolen.  Little Bright Eyes, [officially known as T-1] the first instrument fielded, carried 
a 5-inch refractor of unknown origin, discovered in an Aberdeen supply room, plus a 
6-inch refractor borrowed from the Smithsonian Institute. The 35-mm movie camera 
came from a gunnery range.  The big 5-inch binoculars were once the proud possession 
of the Imperial Japanese Navy. They were liberated by an enterprising GI during the 
re-conquest of the Philippines. I walked off with them while he was contentedly sipping 
on a bottle of very good Scotch that I had been carrying around for just such an occasion. 
I smuggled them (with much labor and anxiety) back to the United States in my duffle 
bag. The contribution of that optical treasure was perhaps the most painful sacrifice that 
I ever made to the tracking telescope project. I’m still proud of it!” (Delgado 1981).

A specially-equipped electronics and maintenance truck was also prepared to support the 
Little Bright Eyes/T-1 prototype.  The truck carried radio transmission and reception facilities, 
electronic timing equipment, a phonograph recorder for the visual observer’s report and all 
other field equipment. (Edson 1948; Delgado 1981).

After initial tests at Aberdeen, T-1 was moved by 
convoy to the newly created WSPG in the early 
summer of 1946. The mobile telescope was first 
located about 10 miles north of the White Sand 
Main Post on a hill near today’s Fox Site, at a 
location dubbed F Star site. Edson’s pressing 
responsibilities at the BRL made it impossible 
for him to stay at White Sands for the duration 
of the tests for his prototype, so he prevailed 
upon his former colleague and brother-in-law 

Figure 4-15. The T-1 telescope on a machine gun mount, 1946 with Organ 
Mountains in background (L); Dr. Edson and Crew successfully recording the V-2 

through binoculars with San Andres Mountains in the background(R).

The T-1 was the first tracking telescope 
developed by Dr. Edson at the Ballistic 
Research Laboratory (BRL) at Aberdeen 
Proving Ground. Known as “Little Bright 
Eyes,” the mobile telescope demonstrates 
many of Edson’s original innovations, most 
prominently the placement of the telescope 
atop a World War II gun mount to allow 
for the hydraulic agility necessary for the 
instrument to track a telescope in flight. 
(Credit:  Missile Away! Journal, 1955)
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Dr. Clyde Tombaugh to observe and conduct the first tests.  Tombaugh agreed, and on July 
30 1946 the discoverer of Pluto sat in the observers chair on T-1, behind the small telescope.  
Initial results were discouraging.  The images were poor but Dr. Tombaugh, like Edson, was 
intrigued by the possibilities.  By August, Dr. Tombaugh joined the Civil Service at the Proving 
Ground (Edson 1948; Tombaugh 1955).

Almost immediately, Tombaugh’s work focused on the multitude of technical problems that 
plagued T-1.  The scale of the magnification was too high, making it impossible for the tracker 
to keep the rocket image in the frame for more than a fraction of the time that was required.  
The image was diluted so it was necessary to increase the contrast between the vehicle and 
the blue sky.  Further, atmospheric turbulence was a major problem for all optical instruments 
at WSPG.  Heat induced turbulence, which dramatically impacted the resolution of an image, 
was significant for several hours in the middle of the day.  The Army scheduled rocket launches 
for 11:00 am, a peak time for atmospheric distortion and a time of day when the sun was at 
such a position in the sky, behind the missile, to distort images even further (Tombaugh 1955).

While Tombaugh adjusted the focal lengths of the telescope to reduce the effect of turbulence, 
the continuing disappointments during the fall of 1946 caused Edson and Tombaugh to fear for 
the future of the tracking telescope program; Tombaugh worried about “how long our failures 
would be tolerated”  (Tombaugh 1955).

The astronomers sought a change in the firing schedule to late-afternoons but their requests 
were denied.  At F-Star, only a shadow of one side of the missile was visible, so Tombaugh 
abandoned the site, relocating to today’s Nan Site.  Still, the contrast was not sufficient to 
successfully film a V-2 so Tombaugh and Edson requested permission to repaint a V-2 to 
increase contrast.  Even this request was denied, forcing, as Edson related, the two scientists to 
take matters into their own hands:

“White Sands in those days [1945-46] was dominated by electronikers [sic]; they took 
a scornful view of optics.  I was told that this fooling around with tracking telescopes 
would be tolerated on a noninterference basis…As an antenna is to the electroniker, so 
the missile paint job is to the optics man. It was vital that the V2 missiles be painted 
in such a way as to provide useful tracking telescope records. But the very capable 
(and very electronic) Range Director of those days scorned my pleas for a suitable V2 
paint job. He just didn’t believe that the optical data was worth the price of the paint” 
(Delgado 1955).

“So, there came a hot and quiet Sunday afternoon. Clyde Tombaugh and I walked 
into the V2 assembly hangar. We had various buckets of paint, brushes, and masking 
tape. There were a couple of good German space cadets over in one corner, tuning up 
a guidance system. But somehow they didn’t seem to notice a thing as we gave the 
missile a coat of pure matte white. Then was laid on a pattern of black stripes that we 
needed, and which later became the identifying mark of the V2 missile” (Delgado 
1955).
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The new paint scheme enabled the scientists to identify vehicle roll on the film, and made the 
missile nearly a magnitude brighter.  

On December 5, 1946, White Sands sought to fire V-2 #16.  However, delays meant that 
the launch time did not occur until well after the scheduled 11:00 am time, at a time when 
turbulence had substantially diminished. The late afternoon sky was clear and T-1 operated 
perfectly.  The film was developed overnight and in Clyde Tombaugh’s words:

“These photographs literally stole the show.  The photographs unmistakingly showed 
a precessing-yawing behavior after burn-out, which had never been photographed 
before.  They revealed an instability in flight which was unexpected, theoretically.  
They [missile engineers] imagined the V-2 to retain the angle of attitude at the instant 
of burn-out throughout the ballistic part of the trajectory until it reached denser layers 
on the down-leg where air-resistance would streamline it into the trajectory path.  But 
instead, the rocket tumbled.  Why?” (Delgado 1955).

James Edson recalled the evening similarly, stating that:

“A sunset firing brought very steady “seeing” [sic] and excellent lighting. The very 
striking motion picture record of the missile rolling and tumbling in vacuo [sic] out to a 
slant range of 110 miles revealed unsuspected things and provided quantitative missile 
attitude measurements. After that there was a growing demand, backed by money, for 
a variety of special types of tracking telescopes with increasing capabilities” (Delgado 
1981).

WSPG engineers, scientists, and most important, military officials, immediately saw the value 
of the photographic data for studying in-flight behavior. Dr. Tombaugh, vested with new 
credibility and designated as the Director of the BRL annex at WSPG, was given the authority 
to set the firing schedule for future rocket launches (Tombaugh 1955).

As a result of the success on December 5, the BRL, as Dr. Edson indicated, was inundated 
with requests for more tracking telescopes. While T-1 was modified, four more increasingly 
powerful telescopes were developed.  T-2 and T-3 were 10-inch telescopes that, like T-1, were 
mobile. T-4, however, was a massive 8-ton1, 16-inch Newtonian telescope of great power; 
this telescope was situated at a fixed position atop Mule Peak. Meanwhile, T-5, the last of the 
original T family of telescopes and similar in size to T-4, was located at a fixed position near 
the Main Post, just east of St. Augustin Pass (Edson 1948; Tombaugh 1955). The success of the 
“T” telescopes led to the development of the second generation of powerful tracking telescopes 
known as the IGORs, produced at WSMR by Dr. Tombaugh. By 1955, there were nine such 
machines in operation throughout the White Sands (Simmons 1953; Tombaugh 1955).

1 June 2014, engineering estimate by Aaron Cardiel with Mans Construction Company.
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chApter 5

methodology

5.1 pre-fIeld reseArch & consulted bAckground documents

In preparation for field survey, background historic research of the Mule Peak site was conducted 
using various networked research resources available at Building 163, Cultural Resources 
Branch of the Environmental Division of WSMR’s Directorate of Public Works.  Additional 
research was conducted at the WSMR museum, and the Clyde Tombaugh Collection at New 
Mexico State University Special Collections. The U.S. Army Research Library at Aberdeen 
Proving Ground was also consulted via email and telephone for relevant documents.

The following source materials were consulted and relevant documentation compiled:
• White Sands Missile Range Geographic Information System data. 
• 1963 White Sands Missile Range Master Plan Maps Illustrating Instrumentation Sites for 

Mule Peak.
• 1982 White Sands Missile Range General Site Map, demonstrating facility numbers 

associated with Mule Peak.
• The White Sands Missile Range Historic Newspaper Digital Archive.
• 1963 White Sands Missile Range Facilities Utilization Report for Mule Peak facilities.
• 1963 Range Data Book: White Sands Missile Range, Volume II – Instrumentation.
• White Sands Missile Range Facility Databases, aka “Giblin Building Data” for Mule Peak 

facility numbers and building data, and the “Revised Building Update” database.
• Historic images of Mule Peak, located at WSMR Directorate of Public Works.
• Previous Instrumentation Reports and Mule Peak Field Survey Data:

• 2010 Historic Cultural Properties Inventory Forms for six Mule Peak facilities.
• History of Cinetheodolite and Other Optical Tracking Technology at White Sands
• Missile, New Mexico, 1945–1965. AmaTerra Environmental Inc, 2013.

• White Sands Missile Range Scanned Drawer Drawings for Mule Peak facilities, located at 
the WSMR Directorate of Public Works:
• Drawing WS-BT showing as-built drawings for the Mule Peak Site, and the Crew 

Shelter; Drawing WS-BF showing as-built drawings for the Mule Peak Power Plant 
and Telescope Shelter Building; and Drawing 551009 showing as-built drawings for 
the Mule Peak Bilby Tower.

• Disposition Form 2877 for select Mule Peak facilities.
• Documentation of the T-4 Tracking Telescope located at Mule Peak, including:

• Reports produced by the U.S. Army’s Ballistic Research Lab.
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• Scientific journals documenting the history of tracking telescopes.
• Documentation from the Tombaugh Collection.

5.2 fIeld survey

Field work was conducted in June and October of 2014 by a multi-disciplinary cultural resources 
team consisting of an architectural historian and an archeologist. Generally, the architectural 
historian examined above-ground buildings and structures for evidence of site development 
and alterations. Previous survey documentation and historic maps and photographs were used 
during field work to chart changes to the historic landscape while the archeologist surveyed the 
associated landscape for other cultural remains and mapped the overall locality.

For each building, photographs included at least a single view of each elevation, followed by 
at least one oblique view and an overview image of the building in its broader setting within 
the Mule Peak landscape, as well as its relationship to other buildings and structures. Signage 
and character-defining architectural features were photographed. Field notes were maintained 
to note architectural features and to record research questions generated during field survey.

5.3  sIgnIfIcAnce evAluAtIon methodology

The National Park Service’s National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) has established four 
criteria (A–D) which guide the evaluation and eligibility of potential entries to the NRHP. 
National Park Service Bulletin 15 explains the four criteria and their application to determine 
if a property is or is not eligible for the National Register.

Criterion A is used to evaluate resources that are associated with events that have made 
significant contribution to the broad patterns of U.S. history. In order for a property to be 
eligible for Criterion A, it must be significant under at least one defined historic context and 
it must convey a sense of the past and remain recognizable to the period in which it was first 
constructed or achieved significance.

Criterion B applies to resources associated with individuals whose specific contributions to 
U.S. history can be identified and documented, and which are directly related to the resource.

Criterion C is applied to resources which derive significance from the physical qualities of 
their design, construction, and/or craftsmanship, including such elements as architecture, 
landscape architecture, engineering, and art. Eligible properties under Criterion C must embody 
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; represent the work 
of a master; possess high artistic value; or represent a significant and distinguishable entity 
whose components may lack individual distinction, exemplified as contributing resources to 
an historic district. Such a property must also retain a high degree of physical integrity, as well 
as having a relation to the historic context.

Criterion D is applied most often to archeological resources. Properties significant under this 
Criterion are those that have the ability to contribute to the understanding of human history 
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or prehistory. Criterion D may occasionally be applicable to buildings, as a rare type of 
construction with little other known applicable documentation. Under this application, the 
buildings, structures or objects in question must themselves be the principal source of the 
important information, and this information must be considered “important.” Information is 
considered important when it is shown to have significant bearing on the research design, such 
as closing data gaps.

5.3.1  Criterion Considerations for Significance Evaluations

National Park Service Bulletin 15 also provides guidance for types of properties that are usually 
considered ineligible for National Register listing. Under most circumstances, cemeteries, 
birthplaces, graves of historical figures, properties owned by religious institutions or used for 
religious purposes, structures that have been moved from their original locations, reconstructed 
historic buildings, properties primarily commemorative in nature, and properties that have 
achieved significance within the past 50 years shall not be considered eligible for the National 
Register. However, such properties will qualify if they are integral parts of districts that do 
meet the criteria or if they fall within the following categories:

1. A religious property deriving primary significance from architectural or artistic 
distinction or historical importance; or

2. A building or structure removed from its original location but that is primarily significant 
for architectural value, or that is the surviving structure most importantly associated 
with a historic person or event; or

3. A birthplace or grave of a historical figure of outstanding importance if there is no 
appropriate site or building associated with his or her productive life; or 

4. A cemetery that derives its primary importance from graves of persons of transcendent 
importance, from age, from distinctive design features or from association with historic 
events; or

5. A reconstructed building when accurately executed in a suitable environment and 
presented in a dignified manner as part of a restoration master plan, and when no other 
building or structure with the same association has survived; or

6. A property primarily commemorative in intent if design, age, tradition or symbolic 
value has invested it with its own exceptional significance; or

7. A property achieving significance within the past 50 years if it is of exceptional 
importance within its level of significance.

5.3.2  Integrity Evaluation

National Register Bulletin 15 also notes that a property must retain its historic physical 
integrity to be eligible for National Register listing. For a building, structure, landscape feature, 
historic site, or historic district, this means that the property must be reasonably unchanged. 
A property’s character-defining features associated with its significance must still be present. 
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For an archeological site, integrity means that the site must be relatively undisturbed, with its 
patterns and layers of artifacts and other archeological evidence relatively intact.

Historic integrity is the composite of the following seven qualities:
1. Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where the 

historic event occurred.
2. Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plan, space, structure, and 

style of a property.
3. Setting is the physical environment of a historic property
4. Materials are the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a particular 

period of time and in a particular pattern or configuration to form a historic property.
5. Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture of people 

during any given period in history or prehistory.
6. Feeling is a property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular period 

of time.
7. Association is the direct link between an important historic event, person, or period and 

a historic property.

All seven qualities do not need to be present for eligibility as long as the overall sense of past 
time and place is evident under the relevant Criterion(s). For Criteria A or B eligibility, the 
aspects of location, feeling, setting, and association generally take on greater importance in 
determining a property’s integrity. Properties eligible for the NRHP under Criterion C must 
retain a high degree of physical integrity, as well as retain some relation to the historic context. 
The most important aspects of integrity for Criterion C eligibility are location, design, materials, 
workmanship, and feeling. Distinguishing between integrity and condition is important. A 
resource could be in poor condition, but could still possess historic integrity.

5.4  ApplIcAtIon of crIterIA And IntegrIty 
to hIstorIc dIstrIcts

National Register Bulletin 15 notes that, like an individually eligible resource, a historic district 
is assigned at least one significance criteria as well as a period of significance. Buildings, 
structures, objects and sites within a historic district must possess a satisfactory degree of 
integrity that allows the district as a whole to convey its sense of time and place.

Resources within a district are normally divided into two categories, as either contributing 
or non-contributing to the character and significance of the district. While the line between 
contributing and non-contributing can be imprecise, each resource defined as contributing is 
any building, structure, object or site within the boundaries of the district that is 50 years of age 
or older and which supports the significance of the district during the period of significance. 
Non-contributing resources are generally those places that are less than 50 years of age, did not 
exist during the period of significance, or have lost integrity.
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However, while typical urban or rural landscapes and districts usually stress consistent historical 
patterns, military landscapes are different. In 2009, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers published 
Guidelines for Documenting and Evaluating Historic Military Landscapes, which explains that 
the concept of a military landscape is as much about change as it is about permanence. Change, 
brought about by new missions that can occur at any time, is an on-going characteristic of 
the military landscape. The mission is the driving force that shapes and reshapes the modern 
and historic landscape of military installations, and as the general missions of the military in 
America have changed throughout history, so has the military landscape.

Landscape change is manifested in several different ways. It can involve any combination of 
razing, building, rebuilding, acquiring, reclaiming, shaping, reusing, abandoning, or expanding. 
Military installations often evolve through periods of rapid change in response to crises. They 
frequently appear as chaotic mixes of land-use areas and unrelated architectural styles, but it is 
the mission that creates the need for the military landscape in the first place.

An understanding of the relationship between the changing mission of an installation and its 
landscape is the key to identifying the historical significance of the military landscape.
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chApter 6

results of InvestIgAtIons

Field work identified 11 existing individual buildings and structures associated with Mule Peak 
operations that could be matched with existing WSMR real property facility numbers (Table 
6-1). One additional structure with a WSMR facility number (S-29907) was not identified and 
is presumed to have been demolished.  In addition, four other buildings and structures that 
could not be matched to a WSMR building number or letter designation were recorded and 
were assigned a temporary field identification number (Figure 6-1). 

Table 6-1.  List and Description of Mule Peak Buildings and Structures.

Building/Structure (name) Construction Date Building/Structure Use

29901 (Telescope Building)
1952, per WSMR As-Built 
drawings and 1963 Facilities 
Utilizations Report. 

Constructed as an instrument shelter and 
communications facility for the T-4 telescope.  Later use 
as Drone Formation Control System (DFCS) station. 
The building currently shelters the T-4 telescope, 
though the instrument  is no longer functioning.

29902 (DOVAP Building)
1950, per WSMR As-Built 
drawings and 1963 Facilities 
Utilizations Report.

Constructed initially as a DOVAP transmitter station; 
use after 1970 as atmospheric dust sampling 
station for the Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory.

29903 (Power Plant)
1952, per WSMR As-Built 
drawings and 1963 Facilities 
Utilizations Report.

Constructed as the power plant for 
the Mule Peak complex.

29904 (Crew Shelter)
1952, per WSMR As-Built 
drawings and 1963 Facilities 
Utilizations Report.

Constructed as a crew mess and barracks; replaced 
two temporary wood-frame buildings originally 
located on the east side of today’s heliport.

29905 (Radar Tower)
1960, extant per WSMR/
GIBLIN database & 1963 
Facilities Utilizations Report.

Not located.  Facility #29905 may also be the Bilby 
Tower, which does not have a known facility number. 
The Bilby Tower was a locational structure and while 
antennae were affixed to it, it was not a radar tower.

29906 (Helipad)
1960, per WSMR As-Built 
drawings and 1963 Facilities 
Utilizations Report.

Helicopter landing area on the west side of the 
original Mule Peak building cluster.  Originally a 
compacted soil surface, the feature was paved with 
the rest of the Mule Peak road system in 1970.

S-29907 (1,000 gallon 
underground water tank)

1960, per WSMR/
GIBLIN database.

First documented potable water source 
for the Mule Peak site, located adjacent to 
#29902.  Not located during field survey.

S-29908, S-29909, S-29910 
(500 gallon butane tanks)

1960, per WSMR/ 
GIBLIN database.

Constructed to support personnel at the Crew Shelter; 
S-29908 and S-29909 are located immediately 
east of the crew shelter building.  S-29910 is 
located just north of power plant building.

S-34232, S-34233 (15,000 
gallon water tanks)

1959, originally at Stallion 
Range Center; 1972 
relocation to Mule Peak

Water tanks were originally located at Stallion Range 
Center; relocated to Mule Peak in 1972.  The twin 
tanks replaced the original water supply system.

WSMR-MP1 (Bilby Tower) 1952, per as-built drawings USGS locational tower, built to aid with line-of 
sight-between survey points in difficult terrain.

WSMR-MP2 (Water Tank) 1974, per LNF 
correspondence.

Constructed by a local rancher to support cattle 
operations, with consent of WSMR and LNF.

(WSMR-MP3) (16 ft. Astrodome) 1970, per LNF 
correspondence.

Constructed to support Atmospheric Sciences 
Laboratory tests of atmospheric dust effects on lasers.

WSMR-MP4 (Unknown) Unknown Four post wood-frame structure.  Use unknown.
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Appendix A contains HCPI forms for all resources; Appendix B contains the Laboratory of 
Anthropology site form for the entire complex.

6.1 telescope buIldIng (29901)
Built in 1952, Facility 29901 is the optical instrumentation shelter building located at the Mule 
Peak Site. The rectangular 962 square foot building was constructed at a cost of $27,387 as 
an Instrumentation Building and assigned to the Range Operations Directorate.  Measuring 
approximately 37 x 26 ft., the front-gabled metal and concrete masonry units (CMU) building 
rests on a concrete slab foundation, and features a retractable corrugated metal roof which 
operates on metal rails to allow exposure of the tracking telescope for observational purposes 
(Figure 6-2).  The purpose-built facility is a property type constructed at a handful of WSMR 
locations to shelter tracking telescopes; on Mule Peak the building was constructed to shelter 
the large 16-in telescope. As of 2014, the T-4 Newtonian tracking telescope remains in its 
original position within the building (Figure 6-3).  

6.2 dovAp buIldIng (29902)
Built in 1950, Facility 29902 was originally a Doppler Velocity and Position (DOVAP)
Transmitter Building.  Constructed of CMU, the 15 x 23 ft. building is rectangular in plan.  The 
side-gabled building is topped with composition shingles and rests on a concrete slab foundation 
(Figure 6-4).  The south (front) facade features the single entrance to the building, through 
centrally-set double metal doors.  The west (side) facade features two centrally-set side-by-side 

Figure 6-1.  Aerial view of the Mule Peak Site, demonstrating the 
intact original circulation system and primary buildings.
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window openings, each a 
steel-frame four-light slider. 
The rear (north) facade is 
without fenestration, while 
the east (side) facade features 
a single four-light window 
set into the north side of the 
facade. Inside, fuse boxes and 
outlets remain mounted on 
the walls while two electronic 
equipment consoles lay on the 
floor.  

In the early 1970s, two small 
metal temporary buildings 
were added alongside the 
building. One remains, 
located immediately adjacent 
to the east side of the front 
facade. Historic images and 

documents demonstrate that a second, identical building was located along the southwest 
facade; it is no longer extant. The temporary buildings were added to support atmospheric 
testing conducted at Mule Peak.   

Figure 6-2. The Telescope Building.

Figure 6-3. Interior of the Telescope Building, showing the 
T-4 Newtonian tracking telescope in original position.
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6.3 power plAnt (29903)
Constructed in 1952, the single-story CMU building was constructed at a cost of $27, 500 as 
a Generator Building assigned to the Range Operations Directorate. The building measures 
25 x 20 ft. and rests on a concrete slab foundation.  A low-sloped roof with two visible vents 
and a parapet tops the facility (Figure 6-5).  The west facade features a single steel entry door 
asymmetrically set into the north side of the facade, while vents and pipes are located along the 
center of south areas of the facade.  Three six-light metal framed windows are symmetrically-
spaced on the north facade. Two large steel equipment doors are asymmetrically set into the 
east facade, and are raised to accommodate vehicle access via the doors to the building interior.  
The south facade is without fenestration. The building is clad in a sheath of concrete stucco; 
the stucco is experiencing significant deterioration, exposing the CMU walls. All generator 

equipment has been removed 
from the building, though a work 
bench, ventilation and electrical 
boxes remain along the walls.  
The ceiling features an interior 
metal lattice-style bracket 
system.  

Figure 6-5. Power Plant.

Figure 6-4. The DOVAP Building.

The DOVAP Building was the first 
permanent building constructed 
at Mule Peak, in 1950.  The 
building originally served as 
a DOVAP Transmitter Station, 
sending and receiving signals 
from a transponder located in the 
test rocket nose cone. Electronic 
instrumentation systems like 
DOVAP provided precise data with 
which to locate the test vehicle in 
space.

The Mule Peak Power 
Plant was constructed in 
1952 to power use of T-4 
and the DOVAP facility 
and represents Mule Peak’s 
transition from a temporary 
station to a permanent 
instrumentation site.
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A below grade concrete block support foundation is located five meters north of Facility 
29903 which contains S-29910, a vehicle fuel storage tank.  It is unknown if the tank currently 
contains fuel.

6.4 crew shelter (29904)
Built in 1952, Facility 29904 served as a crew shelter and mess for Mule Peak personnel.  
The building was constructed at a cost of $25,644 and assigned to the Range Operations 
Directorate.  The L-shaped,  flat-roofed one-story CMU constructed building sits on a raised 
concrete foundation and measures approximately 27 ft. x 34 ft. 6 in. with a recessed main entry 
on the north facade (Figure 6-6). The entry was once secured with a steel bar door.   Concrete 
spandrel beams support the building’s exterior walls and are visible just below the eves of the 
building.  Projecting wood eaves, which are deteriorating, surround the building.  Fenestration 
along the north facade features three window openings with deteriorated steel-frame double 
hung windows. Each window opening is protected with steel bars.  

The east facade features a secondary entrance to the service porch, with two steel-framed 
double hung windows along the south portion of the facade.  A clothes wire supported by steel 
posts is immediately east of the service porch.

The south facade features three 
symmetrically spaced window 
openings; the prominent 
center steel-frame window 
is a fixed picture window 
flanked by two double-hung 
windows. The large central 
window opening is itself 
flanked by two steel-frame, 
double hung windows.  Vents 
are embedded in the raised 
foundation. The west facade 
features three symmetrically 
spaced, steel-frame, double 
hung windows, along with a small door providing access to the crawl space under the building. 

The building’s interior floor plan featured three dormitory rooms, a day room, kitchen, two 
baths along with a service porch and pump room.  The interior of the building is severely 
deteriorated and damaged by vandalism. The ceiling has collapsed in most rooms due to 
moisture, exposing the rafters.  Most glass windows have been broken, and dry wall has been 
damaged by vandalism.  Large sections of the original, flush three-inch hardwood floor have 
been damaged by moisture and vandalism. An original section of the flooring in the master 
bedroom remains in excellent condition as the roof of the building remains intact. Interior 
cabinets and bath fixtures have been damaged, as has the tile in each bath.  

Figure 6-6. Crew Shelter.
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Exterior features associated with the crew shelter include a parking lot at the north elevation.  
In addition, two of the 500-gallon butane tanks are located just east of the east elevation. 

6.5 rAdAr tower (29905)
A radar tower is listed as Facility 29905 in WSMR Facility documentation and (the 1963 
Facility Utilization Report)  was not located at Mule Peak.  However, Facility 29905 may be 
the Bilby Tower (see Figure 6.10 below), which was constructed as a USGS locational station 
required to sight-in survey points in difficult terrain. However, the Bilby Tower is not a radar 
tower. Further, the radar tower was noted as constructed in 1960, while as-built drawings for 
the Bilby Tower date to 1952. Historic aerial images of Mule Peak do not appear to demonstrate 
a radar tower but do illustrate the Bilby Tower.

6.6 helIpAd (29906)
Facility 29906 is a roughly 
50 x 50-ft. helicopter pad 
constructed at Mule Peak in 
1960. The area associated with 
the helipad was originally a 
portion of the site’s general 
road system. In 1960 the 
road was graded and enlarged 
for use as a helipad and the 
original 2,500-square-ft. pad 
was constructed of compacted 
soil. In 1974, the Mule 
Peak complex was paved to 
eliminate dust from vehicles 
and helicopters which would 
adversely impact sensitive 
atmospheric research being 
conducted at Mule Peak 
during that time (Figure 6-7).  

6.7 1,000-gAllon underground wAter tAnk (s-29907)
Facility S-29907 was the first documented potable water source located at Mule Peak.  
According to site maps, the underground tank was located just southwest of Facility 29902.  
The tank, or ground disturbances associated with the tank, were not located during the 2014 
field survey. Use of the tank was likely discontinued in 1972 when two large water tanks 
(facilities S-34232 and S-34233) were relocated from Stallion Range Camp and installed at 
Mule Peak. The original tank may have been removed at that time.

Figure 6-7. Helipad.
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6.8 500-gAllon butAne 
storAge tAnks 
(s-29908, s-29909, 
s-29910)

S-29908 and S-29909, built in 1960, 
consists of two identical 500-gallon 
butane storage tanks located at the 
Mule Peak facility. The standardized 
tanks were installed at a cost of $500 
each and assigned to the Post Engineer. 
The tanks are located nine meters 
immediately east of Facility 29904, the 
Crew Shelter. S-29910 is located just 
north of Facility 29903. This feature is 
located below grade, encircled by CMU walls. It is unknown if the tanks currently contain fuel 
(Figure 6-8).

6.9 15,000 gAllon wAter tAnks (s-34232, s-34233)
Built by the Kohlhaas Tank & 
Equipment Co. based in Albuquerque, 
New Mexico and El Paso, Texas, 
S-34232 and S-34233 are twin 
15,000-gallon, cylindrical steel water 
tanks originally located at Stallion 
Range Camp (Figure 6-9).  The tanks 
were relocated to Mule Peak in 1972.  
The tanks were originally constructed 
in 1959 at a cost of $2,500 each and 
assigned to the Post Engineer. 

In August 1971, ASL requested 
approval to transfer the two excess 
water tanks from Stallion to Mule 
Peak. In their written justification for 
the request, the ASL noted that “This 
laboratory anticipates an expanded testing program at Mule Peak 
for the next five years” (WSMR File 405-10e Mule Peak MOU 
DACA 7-94). The ASL stated that five to ten persons may be 
permanently assigned to Mule Peak, and that additional water was 
needed to cool electronic equipment as well as water for limited 
fire protection. The request noted one water delivery a trip was 
currently made to Mule Peak; the anticipated increase in activity 

Figure 6-8. Butane Tank (one of three).

Figure 6-9. Twin Water Tanks (S-34232, S-34233).

The twin 15,000-gallon 
water tanks were relocated 
from the Stallion Range 
Camp to Mule Peak in 
1972.
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during the 1970s at Mule Peak might have required a minimum of three trips per week and 
possibly once a day. The increase in delivery presented logistical problems for ASL, which was 
remedied by the transfer and installation of the two water tanks.

6.10 bIlby tower (fIeld wsmr-mp1)
The resource is described in 
WSMR as-built drawings as 
a “Bilby Tower,” which was a 
type of structure erected over 
a USGS geodetic triangulation 
station to provide greater line-
of-sight to see survey points.  
They were constructed when 
difficult terrain, such as the 
type at Mule Peak, required 
that the station must be 
elevated in order to be seen 
from another distant point or 
points.  

The Mule Peak Bilby Tower, 
constructed in 1952, is 27 ft. 
4 in. in height from grade to 
platform level. Like all Bilby 
towers, its main support 
consists of three triangularly-spaced steel frame legs, 19 ft. 
apart, which rest on concrete footings (Figure 6-10). Steel 
framing supplies support for the tower. A single ladder with a 
safety cage is used to access the platform, on which an antenna 
was originally located and which has been removed.  Three 
inoperable antennas are affixed to the metal safety rails which 
surround the platform.  According to as-built drawings for 
the tower, the rails were originally wood.  The tower allowed 
surveyors to obtain needed clear lines-of-sight and accurate 
survey observations.   

While this structure may be Facility 29905, a temporary field number was assigned due to 
discrepancies in documentation

6.11 wAter tAnk (wsmr-mp2)
In February 1970, WSMR officials requested Lincoln National Forest officials to enlarge the 
Mule Peak Site to approximately 126 acres to accommodate a new astrodome.  On April 30, 

Figure 6-10. Bilby Tower (view upwards).

Termed a Bilby Tower in 
WSMR as-built drawings, 
this structure served as a 
line-of-sight locational point 
for USGS surveys in difficult 
terrain.  The structure stands 
at the center of the of the 
original Mule Peak building 
cluster.
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1970, WSMR officials received 
authorization to construct an 
access road to the new astrodome 
site, a concrete pad, the 16-ft. 
astrodome, and a powerline to the 
new facility located approximately 
.5-mile from the original Mule 
Peak building cluster.  

In February 1974, WSMR 
officials, Lincoln National 
Forest staff met at Mule Peak 
with Mr. Eddy McArthur, a 
local rancher who proposed to 
build a 13,000-gallon water tank 
(temporary field number WSMR-MP2; Figure 6-11) to water his stock which grazed in the 
surrounding National Forest.  

According to the memorandum chronicling the meeting, all parties agreed to the construction 
of the water tank in its present location, and to the construction of a second tank at the same 
location.  It was agreed that coordination between WSMR representatives and Mr. McArthur 
would occur during installation of the tanks, as sensitive atmospheric testing equipment located 
near the astrodome would be protected from dust during work (WSMR File 405-10e Mule 
Peak MOU DACA 7-94).   

6.12 Astrodome (wsmr-mp3)
Built in 1970, the standardized Mule Peak Astrodome (temporary field number WSMR-MP3) 
is a 16-ft. diameter fiberglass 
dome situated on a 20 x 20-ft. 
raised concrete pad (Figure 6-12).  
Traditionally, the electrified 
domes were designated to trace 
and document the flight of the 
missile by photographically 
recording the behavior of the 
missile. The domes usually 
sheltered an optical instrument; 
a large panel opens to expose the 
interior optical instrument for data 
collection. The astrodomes were 
manufactured for use at WSMR by 
Parabam, Inc of Hawthorne, CA 
and generally were manufactured 
in two different sizes.  Figure 6-12. Astrodome.

Figure 6-11. Water tank.
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A 10-ft. diameter model generally housed small instruments such as cinetheodolites, while a 
16-ft. diameter model sheltered larger or two-person instruments. Hundreds of such building 
types remain throughout WSMR, and have been superseded by mobile units performing similar 
functions. Most of the original structures remain unused. 

However, the Mule Peak astrodome was built to accommodate a helium neon laser, which 
was part of an evaluation program designed to test the effects of atmospheric dust on laser 
systems.  The Mule Peak astrodome still features the camera mount used to support the tracking 
instrument.  The mount is known as a Garland mount, and is illustrated in historic images of 
optical equipment used at WSMR.

6.13 unknown stucture (wsmr-mp4)
The feature is a pyramidal shaped, 
wood-frame structure located 
45 meters northwest of the Mule 
Peak astrodome.  Four 4 x 4-ft. 
wood posts are sunk into poured 
concrete piers located at grade; 
the posts rise from the piers at an 
angle to form the pyramidal shape 
(Figure 6-13).  Areas between the 
posts are covered with horizontal 
plywood boards which are 
secured to the wood posts with a 
combination of wood screws and 
nails.  A scattering of cut wood and 
plywood is located adjacent to the 
structure.  An aerial photo from 
1975 shows that the structure was 
originally painted white.

The construction date and historic use of the feature is unknown but it does not appear related 
to Mule Peak operations. No documentation has been located which provides the history of the 
structure and its role at Mule Peak.

Figure 6-13. Unknown Wood Structure.
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chApter 7

elIgIbIlIty Assessments And 
mAnAgement recommendAtIons

In June and July 2014, AmaTerra cultural resource specialists evaluated resources for individual 
eligibility and as contributing or non-contributing elements of a military landscape historic 
district.

7.1  prevIous elIgIbIlIty recommendAtIons

In 2010, cultural resource staff from EComm conducted a cultural resource survey of Mule Peak. 
Six buildings were recorded on State of New Mexico HCPI Forms. On each form, EComm 
recommended facilities as National Register eligible, noting that “With further research, the 
Mule Peak Site may be considered eligible for listing.”

7.2  nAtIonAl regIster elIgIbIlIty recommendAtIon

In 2014, cultural resource staff from AmaTerra conducted a cultural resource survey of 
Mule Peak in order to collect sufficient data in order to make supported recommendations 
of the resources for eligibility to the National Register of Historic places. The findings and 
recommendations of the Mule Peak Site are discussed as follows.

7.2.1 The Significance of the Mule Peak Historic District

The Mule Peak site is recommended as eligible to the NRHP as an historic district. The Mule Peak 
Historic District is historically significant at the national level of significance under Criterion A 
for its association with events that have contributed to the broad patterns of American History. 
In this respect, the contributing district resources, set within the context of the Cold War within 
the broad areas of significance of Military and Science, exhibit a period of significance from 
1947, the establishment of the Mule Peak site, to 1989, the end of the Cold War. 

The Mule Peak Historic District is a historic component of its parent landscape, WSMR, 
commissioned in 1945 and recognized as the nation’s foremost missile and weapons testing 
location during the Cold War. The Mule Peak instrumentation facility was established in 1947, 
as the Cold War emerged. The creation of optical instrumentation stations were a response to 
a new set of military weapons testing requirements associated with the new and rapid post- 
World War II developments in rocket development. 

The American seizure of German rocket technology at the end of the war and the subsequent 
relocation of German rocket scientists and V-2 missile equipment to the newly-formed WSPG 
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created the need for American scientists to study and discover the behavior of ballistic missiles 
and to learn the physics of rocketeering. A vital component of the emerging science was the 
observation of rockets in-flight and the development of advanced optics and photography to 
enable scientific scrutiny.

Optical instrumentation related to missile testing was a new frontier for American scientists. 
While captured German optics in the form of cineotheodolites were brought to the new 
installation and aided in close observation and photography of test rockets, some American 
scientists recognized the need for greater magnification to observe vehicle behavior, especially 
as rockets were refined to reach greater elevations. These scientists, notably Dr. James B. Edson 
and Dr. Clyde Tombaugh, sought to adapt existing telescopes, previously used for planetary 
observations, for a new military use as tracking telescopes.

As a result, the first family of tracking telescopes demonstrated the successful integration 
of astronomy to the new field missile optics. Referred to as the “Type (or T)” family, these 
telescopes were first conceived by Edson and later expanded upon by Clyde Tombaugh as 
the T-2 through T-5 prototypes. The three telescopes developed beginning in 1946 at the U.S. 
Army’s Ballistic Research Laboratory at Maryland’s Aberdeen Proving Ground. The “T” 
telescopes were soon relocated to White Sands for testing, initially by Dr. Edson before the 
entire WSPG optics program was eventually led by Dr. Tombaugh. 

Initial tests were unproductive, but innovative modifications crafted by Edson and Tombaugh 
to the T-1 prototype were successful. The details of rocket flight behavior revealed by T-1 were 
ground-breaking, and military leaders at last saw the utility of the tracking telescope. Such 
financial and developmental support led to the 1947 fabrication of the powerful T-4 tracking 
telescope, referred to as the world’s most powerful tracking telescope into the 1950s, which is 
still situated atop Mule Peak.

Mule Peak’s prime significance is its use as the optics location for T-4. The sole reason behind 
WSMR’s need for the location was as a station for the telescope as referenced in the Special 
Use Permit with the Lincoln National Forest. The need for the instrument was so great that it 
was operational and in use in the open near the summit for years before Facility 29902 was 
constructed as its permanent shelter. T-4 was located over 40 miles from White Sands launch 
complexes, a distance necessary due to the telescope’s potent resolution and magnification. 
T-4 allowed for rocket observation to far greater altitudes than previous optical instruments, 
allowing scientists to track all V-2 test rockets to the terminus of their flights, photographing 
rocket performance to higher elevations than was otherwise possible at White Sands.

Further, T-4’s high mountain location was unique in minimizing the problem of atmospheric 
turbulence, the tendency of Tularosa Basin heat waves to distort photography from desert 
floor-based optics stations. Mule Peak’s high elevation location met the recommendations of 
Dr. James Edson, a forefather of the tracking telescope combined with T-4’s power, to diminish 
the effects of turbulence on in-flight photography. 
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Later in the district’s recommended period of significance, as the development of new types 
of optical instruments advanced and use of T-4 diminished, the Mule Peak facility continued 
to contribute to Cold War-era test programs. In 1970, the site was expanded to accommodate 
construction related to a helium neon laser program, which tested the effects of dust on lasers. 
Mule Peak facilities also supported the Drone Control Formation System Program (DCFS), 
which at the time of its creation was an important advance in the control of unified drone 
formations for weapons testing. While of lesser significance, these Cold War-era programs 
continued to illustrate the utility of the Mule Peak site during the latter part of the period of 
significance as an important location for weapons testing programs.

7.2.2 The Integrity of the Mule Peak Historic District

The integrity of the Mule Peak Historic District is evidenced by the survival of physical 
characteristics that existed during the district’s historic period of significance. The ability of 
the Mule Peak Site to convey its significance is greatly enhanced by its generally unbroken 
historic integrity, reflected in its intact Location, Setting, Design, and Association.

Location
The location of the vast majority of contributing elements of the Mule Peak Historic District 
are intact. All of the primary buildings remain in their original locations at the site, thus 
preserving the original character of the site. two contributing structures, facilities #S-34232 & 
S-34233, the twin 1959 15,000 gallon water tanks, were not original to the Mule Peak but were 
relocated to the site within the period of significance. Of particular note is the placement of 
Facility #29902, the Telescope Building, near the crest of Mule Peak to maximize the view of 
the Tularosa Basin for missile tracking purposes by the T-4 telescope. Critically, the essential 
viewshed encompassing the Tularosa Basin remains intact (Figure 7-1), confirming one 
important reason for the selection of the Mule Peak site for observational purposes.

Figure 7-1. Panoramic View from top of Mule Peak, looking towards the Tularosa Basin.

This 2014 panoramic image of the Tularosa Basin from the 
Mule Peak Site well illustrates the suitability of Mule Peak for 
observational purposes.  The uninterrupted views to the south, 
west and north provided unparalleled opportunities for T-4 to 
observe and film rockets launched from WSMR facilities located 
over 40 miles away. The viewshed remains intact. 
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Setting
The setting, or the character of the Mule Peak Historic District also remains generally whole. The 
historic orientation of buildings at both the original building cluster and the 1970s astrodome 
extension of the site has remained unchanged during and since the period of significance. 
Similarly, the pattern of the internal road system of the Mule Peak site has also remained 
unchanged since its construction during the period of significance. Further, features which 
assist in denoting the boundaries of the site, such as the 1970s-era fencing along the east 
boundary of the Mule Peak station, promote the continued recognition of the distinctiveness of 
the historic U.S. Army facility compared to the surrounding forest land. With the exception of 
the deterioration of the buildings, the site appears as it did historically.

Design
The design of the most historically prominent property at Mule Peak, Facility #29902, the 
Telescope Building, remains intact and enhances the overall integrity of the historic district. 
The technology behind the construction of the building, with its characteristic retractable roof 
designed to support the operation of the telescope, remains recognizable. Further, the presence 
of the T-4 telescope in its original location within the building contributes to the understanding 
of the design and need for the building itself. 

While subjective, the sense of historic feeling associated with the Mule Peak site also remains 
generally intact. Though no longer in use, the site well expresses its use as a U.S. Army optical 
instrumentation station through the presence of the T-4 telescope. This, combined with the 
outstanding view west over the Tularosa Basin, evokes an historic sense of the past use of the 
site.

Association
Finally, the association of the Mule Peak site to its most significant historic use as an optical 
instrumentation station is confirmable through U.S. Army documentation of the site. The 
presence of the T-4 telescope plainly confirms the site’s historic role to individuals who 
personally observe the Mule Peak Site. Further, the intact location, setting, design, and feeling 
present at the Mule Peak site combine to convey integrity of association.

7.2.3 National Register Boundaries Recommendation

In January 1970, WSMR documentation illustrates that WSMR officials sought and received 
authorization from Lincoln National Forest administrators to expand the Mule Peak site from the 
original, approximately two-acre building cluster to approximately 126 acres. This expansion 
was required for the construction of the astrodome and related infrastructure, including a new 
½-mile long road. This expansion occurred within the recommended period of significance for 
the historic district, and the astrodome is a contributing element to the district. Accordingly, 
the recommended historic district boundaries mirror the physical boundaries established in the 
1970 site expansion. 
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Table 7-1.  National Register Recommendations for Mule Peak Buildings and Structures

Building/Structure National Register Recommendations

29901 1952 Mule Peak 
Telescope Building

Facility 29901 is recommended as both individually eligible and as a contributing element 
of the Mule Peak Historic District. The purpose-built building is the most prominent facility 
at Mule Peak and sheltered the T-4 tracking telescope throughout most of the district’s 
period of significance, supporting experimental missile test and optical observational 
programs at Mule Peak which are significant under Criterion A, associated with Cold 
War era rocket testing and advances in optical instrumentation, specifically tracking 
telescopes. For its unique architectural design to accommodate observations by the 
T-4 telescope, still located within the building is also eligible under Criterion C.

29902 1950 Mule Peak 
DOVAP Building

Facility 2002 is not recommended as individually eligible to the National Register but is 
recommended eligible under Criterion A as a contributing feature of the Mule Peak Historic 
District. The building initially served as a DOVAP transmitter station before serving as a 
facility to support atmospheric dust sampling test programs through the WSMR Atmospheric 
Sciences Laboratory. The facility was located at Mule Peak during virtually the entire period of 
significance and demonstrably supported operations at Mule Peak during the historic era.

29903 1952 Mule 
Peak Power Plant

Facility 29903 is not recommended as individually eligible resources but is recommended as 
contributing features under Criterion A of the Mule Peak Historic District. The resources were 
extant during the period of significance associated with the location and as the power source for 
the complex, contributed to the operation of the Mule Peak Complex during its historic period.

29904 1952 Mule 
Peak Crew Shelter

Facility 29904 is recommended as a contributing resource under Criterion A to the Mule Peak 
Historic District. Facility 29904 served as the complex’s crew mess and barracks for most 
of the period of significance associated with Mule Peak and thus supported programs at 
Mule Peak which are associated with Cold War era rocket testing and atmospheric testing, 
and advances in optical instrumentation, specifically tracking telescopes technology.

29905 1960 Mule 
Peak Radar Tower

This facility was not located during the 2014 field survey, and historic aerial images 
of the Mule Peak complex do not demonstrate the presence of a radar tower.  This 
facility may be WSMR-MP1,  the Mule Peak Bilby Tower, constructed in 1952.

29906 1960 Mule 
Peak Helipad

Facility 29906 is not individually eligible for National Register listing but is recommended 
as a contributing element under Criterion A of the Mule Peak Historic District. The 
remote location of the Mule Peak site created the need for more efficient access to the 
remote site by air. The 1960 helipad was constructed during the period of significance 
and supported operations at Mule Peak which are associated with Cold War era rocket 
testing and advances in optical instrumentation, specifically tracking telescopes.

S-29907 1960 1000 
gallon underground 
water tank.

This structure was not located during the 2014 field survey. It may have been demolished.

S-29908 & S-29909, 
and S-29910 Three 
1960 500 gallon 
butane storage tanks

S-29908, S-29909, and S-29910 are not recommended as individually eligible to the 
National Register. However, each resource is recommended as contributing features 
under Criterion A of the Mule Peak Historic District. The resources existed at Mule 
Peak during the period of significance associated with the district, and the resources 
supported successful operations at Mule Peak during the complex’s historic period.

S-34232 & S-34233 
Two 1959 15,000 
gallon water tanks

S-34232 and S-34233 are not recommended as individually eligible to the National Register but 
are recommended as contributing resources under Criterion A to the Mule Peak Historic District. 
The water tanks supported expanded Atmospheric Science Laboratory permanently stationed 
personnel and equipment cooling operations at Mule Peak during the period of significance. 
The large tanks were originally located at Stallion Range Camp prior to relocation to Mule 
Peak in 1972, during the period of significance, to support ongoing operations at the site. 

Field WSMR-MP1 1952 
Mule Peak Bilby Tower

MP-1, the Mule Peak Bilby Tower is not recommended as individually eligible to the National 
Register but is recommended as a contributing element under Criterion A of the Mule Peak 
Historic District. The locational tower existed during the period of significance of the Mule 
Peak district and its use as a location marker for the geodetic survey station assigned to 
Mule Peak contributes to the historic use and narrative associated with the Mule Peak site.

Field WSMR-MP2 
1974 Water Tank

WSMR-MP2, a 13,000 gallon water tank at the Mule Peak Site is not recommended 
eligible to the National Register and is recommended as a non-contributing feature 
to the Mule Peak Historic District. The history of the resource demonstrates that 
the water tank has no connection to the significance of the Mule Peak location 
and thus does not contribute to the fabric of the Mule Peak Historic District.   
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Recommended Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) boundary points are listed in Table 7-2 
and are illustrated in Figure 7-2.

7.2.4 The Significance of the T-4 Tracking Telescope at Mule Peak

The T-4 Tracking Telescope, also known as “Popeye,” is recommended as eligible for the 
NRHP at the national level under Criterion C as a structure for its distinctive characteristics 
of a type of construction. The T-4 telescope illustrates the advanced technology of optical 
tracking telescopes used for tracking missiles as designed by astronomers James Edson and Dr. 
Clyde Tombaugh, who conducted experiments at WSMR. 

Edson and Tombaugh fused planetary telescopes and observation technology in order to observe 
rockets in-flight which were being tested at WSMR. This large 16” Newtonian telescope was 
the fourth instrument produced within the first group of missile tracking telescopes, hence 
the name assigned T-4. The previous three telescopes did not provide the power necessary for 
tracking, in great detail, the behavior of the V-2 test rockets which were being fired at WSMR. 
The T-4 viewed, through movie images, the rocket’s progress using a Mitchell camera. The 
telescope hosted a Newtonian reflecting optical system, with a 16-inch primary parabolic 

Field WSMR-MP3 
1970 Mule Peak 
16 ft Astrodome

WSMR MP-3, the Mule Peak astrodome, is not recommended as individually eligible 
to the National Register but is recommended as a contributing element of the Mule 
Peak Historic District under Criterion A. The building was constructed during the latter 
period of the district’s period of significance and has a unique, demonstrable role in the 
scientific research related to the development of military technology during the Cold 
War. While there are perhaps hundreds of similar property types located throughout 
WSMR, the presence of the astrodome at the historic Mule Peak site contributes to the 
overall integrity of the district and is an important feature in determining the boundaries 
of the district, which extends beyond the original Mule Peak building cluster.

Field WSMR-MP4 
Unknown Stucture

MP-4 is a wood-frame structure with an unknown affiliation to the Mule Peak Site. 
The structure is not recommended as individually eligible and is further recommended 
as a non-contributing feature of the Mule Peak Historic District. While substantial 
documentation has been compiled related to the development of Mule Peak, no 
documentation has been located which reveals the use of the structure. Further, its design 
and location seems incompatible with known military uses of the Mule Peak site.

Archeological 
Feature 1 (latrine)

Concrete rings remain of the original latrine, located west and downslope of the helipad. 
The feature is not recommended as individually eligible to the National Register but is 
recommended as a contributing element of the Mule Peak Historic District under Criterion A.

Archeological Feature 
2 (trash pit)

Earth and stone pit located adjacent to the latrine. The feature is not recommended 
as individually eligible to the National Register but is recommended as a 
contributing element of the Mule Peak Historic District under Criterion A.

Building/Structure National Register Recommendations

Table 7-2. Recommended Historic District Boundary Points (UTM Zone 13).

Boundary Point UTM Easting UTM Northing
Point A 417307 3630613

Point B 418317 3630627

Point C 418319 3630518

Point D 418093 3630078

Point E 417289 3630077
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mirror. The telescope was so powerful that the long distance from the launching area to Mule 
Peak was necessary in order for the technician to follow the test vehicle’s path during flight. 
The T-4’s parabolic mirror gathered light and focused it on an angled mirror that reflects it to 
one side, toward the Mitchell 35-mm high speed camera where images of the rocket in flight 
were recorded. The T-4 telescope was one of the largest optical instruments used in ordnance 
activity. The success of the “T” telescopes led to the development of the Intercept Ground 
Optical Recorder, or IGOR, co-designed at WSMR by Dr. Tombaugh in partnership with 
the Ballistic Research Laboratory in Aberdeen, Maryland. The T-4 telescope further allowed 
Dr. Tombaugh to continue his astronomical work and apply celestial observation methods to 
tracking telescope use. Dr. Tombaugh used the T-4 to observe the star Sirius and the planet 
Venus when it was not in use for missile testing.

7.2.5 The Integrity of the T-4 Tracking Telescope at Mule Peak

The integrity of the T-4 is evidenced by its survival within Building 29901 (Telescope Building) 
within the recommended Mule Peak Historic District. The ability of the T-4 to convey its 
significance is greatly enhanced by its unbroken historic integrity, reflected in its intact location, 
design, setting, feeling, and association.

Figure 7-2 Recommended Historic District shown on USGS topographic quadrangle.
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Location
The location of the T-4 telescope remains intact in its position located near the crest of Mule 
Peak. The location was chosen to maximize the view of the Tularosa Basin for missile tracking 
purposes. The viewshed remains intact, confirming why the T-4 telescope was positioned in 
this location for observational purposes.

Design
The design of the T-4 remains intact and is secure within its position within Building 29901. 
The T-4 was designed specifically for the purpose of obtaining “intercept miss distance,” the 
closest approach of the missile center mass to the target center of mass, attitude and event data. 

Setting
The T-4 telescope remains intact within Building 29901 within the recommended Mule Peak 
Historic District The building was designed specifically for the telescope and has a retractable 
roof which supported the operation of the telescope. The setting of the building demonstrates 
the use of the telescope within the overall Mule Peak Site. The setting has remained unchanged 
during and since its period of significance.

Feeling
The feeling of the T-4 which is associated with the Mule Peak site remains intact. The telescope 
remains within Building 29901, which is part of the recommended NRHP eligible Mule Peak 
Historic District. The telescope within the overall site still expresses its use as a U.S. Army 
instrument used for tracking missiles.

Association
The association of the T-4 to its significant historic use as an optical instrumentation is confirmable 
through documentation of the Mule Peak site. Further, the presence of the T-4 confirms the 
structure’s role to individuals, James Edson and Clyde Tombaugh, who personally developed 
the “T” tracking telescopes at WSMR, and specifically, at Mule Peak. The telescope’s intact 
location and design currently present at Mule Peak combine to convey integrity of association.

7.2.6 Summary

Set within the context of the Cold War, the operation of T-4 at the Mule Peak site was invaluable 
in the advancement of optics and their use in early rocket testing. Overall, Mule Peak tells an 
exceptional story critical to understanding early rocket testing programs. Its development and 
use at a critical time in 20th century American history, at the beginning of the Cold War and in 
the first years after the establishment of WSPG is a worthy, historically unique component of 
WSMR history.
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